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ABSTRACT
The dominance exerted by apical buds over the growth 
of laterals is believed to be a phenomenon mediated by auxin. 
In Vicia fab a one of the actions of auxin in causing bud 
inhibition, seems to be on the conducting strands of the stem 
at the base of the lateral buds. Sieve-tube development is 
hampered by auxin, transported from the apical buds. This 
leads to a restriction of supply of cotyledonary nutrients 
to the buds which then retards development. Auxin inhibition 
action is largely on the cell division phase of bud growth.
It is primarily controlled by auxin aiid is not due to lack of 
substances like kinetin or gibberellic acid which normally 
participate in cell division phenomenon. Maleic hydrazide is 
found to break ’apical dominance’ by negating auxin action in 
plants, possibly by causing its oxidation.
The polar transport and the effect of lAA in the main 
stem presumably at the base of the lateral buds has been con­
firmed by blocking the auxin movement by TIBA. lAA trans­
ported normally in the stem inhibits the growth of the lateral 
buds, whether or not its entry into the lateral buds is 
blocked by TIBA. However when lAA is prevented from reaching 
the stem at bud region, the inhibition of bud growth is 
invariably released.
By applying lAA labelled with C 3.4 to the 
decapitated/
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decapitated plants, the presence of radioactivity in the 
inhibited buds can be detected. Extraction of radioactive 
substance from the plant parts and its identification by 
paper chromatography suggested that the radioactive substance 
is not lAA. Its growth promoting activities are low in 
bioassay with the Avena mesocotyl. These observations 
positively support the theory that the primary auxin action 
is in the stem at the base of the lateral buds and that the 
effect on the lateral buds is a secondary one.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
It has long been known that when apical buds of plants 
suffer loss or damage either by decapitation or by squeezing^ 
it results in the growth of the lateral buds. Such pruning 
treatment has long been the practice in agriculture, horti­
culture and forestry. Many of the floricultural practices 
depend on the breaking of apical dominance, by manual pinching 
of the apical buds in order to obtain lateral break, result­
ing in bushier plants. As long as the terminal bud is 
present on the plant it seems to exercise an influence over 
the lateral buds which suppresses their growth. This 
dominance of the apical buds over the laterals is called 
’apical dominance’.
The phenomenon of apical dominance is an example of 
correlative inhibition. Since the buds are rudimentary 
shoots and grow at the axil of leaves, the growth modifying 
influences of the leaves has been widely investigated and its 
importance has been precisely assessed. The mechanism of 
the phenomenon remained unexplained until the beginning of 
the twentieth century when experimental techniques suitable 
for an analysis of the cause and consequences of apical 
dominance became available.
Workers/
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Worker 8 began looking at the different facets of the 
problem from as early as 1874 when Sachs (1874 - 1880) 
gathered experimental evidences' to support the view that by 
decapitation of the root tip or the shoot tip, one of the 
laterals grows so as to replace the main root or the main 
shoot. This was attributed to the fact that certain root 
and shoot forming substances are produced in plants which are 
responsible for their respective growth. He believed in the 
idea of organogenetic substances produced by the roots and the 
shoots which control the phenomenon of apical dominance.
Darwin (1880) went a step further in the same line 
of experiment whereby he brought about the growth of the 
lateral buds and roots, not by decapitation of the tips, but 
by constricting the young organs with the help of a piece of 
wire. He considered this release of inhibition of the later­
al shoots and roots to be the result of the flow of the 
nutrient sap stream, deflected from the apical meristems to 
the lateral meri stems.
Goebel (1880) looked into the Aescuius species in 
which he found the winter buds, consisting of scale leaves, 
grow into foliage leaves. He thought of these scales as 
leaves arrested in early stages of development and by suit­
able treatment was able to modify the structure of the buds. 
After the/
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After the winter buds had sprouted, he removed the stem apex 
and the young leaves. By this treatment, the summer buds in 
the axils of the removed leaves, instead of producing dormant 
winter buds, grow out into shoots bearing appendages inter­
mediate between scales and foliage leaves. He considered 
this to be caused by the removal of the competition between 
the stem apex and the leaves, which allowed the axillary buds 
to grow out into shoots. He therefore coined the term 
’correlation’ to describe the interdependency of the buds, 
stems ^ d  leaves concerned.
In subsequent years Goebel (1902 - 1905) further 
elaborated his explanation by suggesting that the meristemetic 
tissues attract nutritive materials, thus producing the best 
conditions for growth. The degree of attraction depends on 
the position of the meri steme tic tissues. Furthermore, in 
1908 he finally confirmed his ideas that release of inhibition 
is the outcome of the increase of the concentration of the 
nutritive material in the buds.
Pfeffer (1905) supported the theory of competition for 
nutritioi^. He dismissed Sachs’ hypothesis of specific 
organ forming substances involved in correlation, holding 
the belief that the dormant buds have nutritive material, in 
insoluble form, which they cannot use up for their growth.
He thought/
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He thought that specific metabolic products might be causing 
inhibition.
Mac Galium (1905) working on Bryophyllum calycinum 
described the phenomenon as a physiological influence trans­
mitted through the protoplasmic stream, having absolutely no 
relation either to the supply of the food and water, or to the 
distribution of formative substances. He believed that for 
the maintenance of a definite organisation of the plant body 
the potential groving points must not be allowed to develop. 
MacGalium thought that it is a principle of plant organisation 
for the growing parts to exercise an influence over the grow­
ing potentials.
Errera (1904) believed that the apical buds pass on 
certain inhibiting influences to the lateral buds, which 
inhibit the growth. This was based on the observation of the 
growth of the lateral buds of the fir trees, even though the 
apical buds were intact.
Hallbawer (1909) demonstrated the direct inhibitory 
influence of the apical buds over the laterals by covering 
the ^ical buds with plaster of Paris imhereby the growth of 
the laterals could be released, but vhen the plaster of Paris 
was removed the inhibition was reimposed. This emphasised 
the direct influence of the growing epical buds over the 
laterals.
The above mentioned/
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The above mentioned authors* various theories of the 
problem of correlation were based on random observations. No 
attempts were made to formulate any general principle which 
would encompass all their observations.
Loeb (1915) working on Bryophyllum collected quantita­
tive data regarding the nature of the main principle of 
correlation. He first suggested that isolation of plant 
parts was one of the causes, but his experiments did not fully 
support this proposition. According to him when the buds on 
the stem grow out, they always inhibit the growth of the buds 
in the notches of the leaves, even if the conditions are 
otherwise favourable for the growth of the latter. He 
postulated that certain substances are formed as constituent 
of leaves, and when these flow towards the leaf notches or 
are prevented from flowing away from them, the growth of the 
roots and shoots in the notches occurs. He thinks that a 
dynamic factor resident in the conducting strand determines 
the flow. The substances which flow, in themselves, are 
the factors of correlation. In the case of isolated leaves 
or leaf segments the buds begin to grow as soon as they 
receive the material which they would not have got whilst 
still attached to the main shoot. He further thinks that 
the growing/
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the grcv/lng dominant organs receive something from the 
inhibited ones which accelerate their growth.
Loeb later (1917) suggested that certain root and 
shoot forming substances specific in nature (hormones) are 
produced by the leaves, and that the leaves are the agents of 
their distribution. He concluded that the inhibition is 
caused by an inhibitory substance sent to the lateral buds, 
and that the apical buds keep on growing as they are devoid 
of such substance from the beginning. Later on Loeb 
(1918 - 1920) came back to his original ideas of food being 
a factor for inhibition. He felt that the buds growing on 
isolated leaves have limited''re sources available for their 
growth. He could show that the buds fail to grow when the 
leaf tissues in contact with the buds are reduced. In 
isolated leaves under favourable conditions of moist atmos - 
phere, the leaf buds could be made to grow and such growth 
inhibited the growth of the other buds on the leaf.
Loeb (1924) in his regeneration studies in 
Bryophyllum formulated certain principles to explain the 
mechanism of the phenomenon. He suggested that equal
masses of sister leaves of Bryophyllum produce, in equal 
time, under the same conditions of temperature, moisture, 
illumination/
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illumination and aeration equal masses of roots and shoots.
He believed that for the breaking of dormancy, a sap flow in 
the leaves to the leaf notches was necessary to cause the 
growth of the shoots and the roots. When this occurs in 
some of the leaf notches more and more sap flows there to 
accelerate their growth leaving others inhibited. According 
to him gravity plays an important role in orientating the 
flow of the sap from the upper to the lower side of a leaf 
hanging in air. When the leaves are attached to the stem 
the sap flows to it to cause its growth, but when the leaf is 
isolated, it is free to influence the buds in its notches.
He again comes to the belief that the apical leaf sends a 
descending current of sap which inhibits shoot formation in 
the parts of the stem lying below the leaf. This is because 
the descending sap contains specific hormones which directly 
suppress shoot formation and favour root formation. This 
sap is used up in the growth of the stem, so that nothing is 
left over for the lateral shoots.
Loeb accumulated many facts which partly fitted into 
the hormone nypothesis but mainly leaned towards the 
nutritional theory.
Child and Bellamy (1920) brought about the release 
of inhibition of the lower lateral buds in Phaseolus and 
in/
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In Bryophyllum by ringing a zone on the stem above the buds 
and on the petiole of Bryophyllum leaves by a coil in which 
cold water 2.5° G to 4 ^ 0  was being circulated. This 
sort of ringing was in no way able to block the movement of 
water and contained nutrients to the apical parts. From 
the results of their ejperiments, they were hesitant to 
accept lack of nutritional factors as the cause of inhibition.
Appleman (1918) working on potato sprouts found that 
the apical bud in the tuber grew out leaving the lower 
lateral ones inhibited. He maintained that this was because 
the ^ terminal bud attracted all the growth promoting substances 
to it. If the lower buds are cut and grown separately they 
attain less vigour owing to the availability of less growth 
promoting substance in the surrounding tissues. This fitted 
into Loeb* s hypothesis.
Curtis (1929) using the method of cooling found in 
the stem of Phaseolus that it blocked the upward transport of 
nutrients as well as the downward movement of carbohydrate.
He explained Child and Bellamy* s results as being due to 
either interference in the downward movement of the inhibiting 
substance or upward translocation of nutrient material.
Harvey (1920) supported the view that the growing tip 
inhibits/
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inhibits the growth of the laterals below it. The 
inhibiting effect is only exerted downwards. He refers to 
Mac Callum»s work in which he showed that when the apical bud 
is kept in an atmosphere of hydrogen, it stops growing, whilst 
on the other hand the two cotyledonary buds begin to grow. 
However when the apical bud is taken away from the atmosphere 
of hydrogen, it resumes growth and again inhibits the growth 
of the cotyledonary buds.
These are some of the milestones in our study of the 
phenomenon of correlative inhibition. Suggestions have 
been made for organ forming substances, nutrition competition 
and inhibiting substances, taking part in it, but no rigid 
theory could be deduced from the experiments since they were 
hardly conclusive. The problem remained as a bewildering 
maze until the opening of the modern hormone era.
Hormone hypothesis (direct action of auxin theory).
Thlmann and Skoog (1933 - 1934) first postulated the 
direct action of auxin in bud inhibition as a result of 
applying auxin (indole-3-acetic acid) to the cut stumps of 
decapitated seedlings of Vicia faba» By this means they 
could bring about the inhibition of the lateral buds 
comparable with the type met^in intact plants. Furthermore 
they could prove the production of auxin by the apical buds 
by collecting it in agar blocks and testing its growth 
property/
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property by the Avena coleoptlle test. They found that 
from an apical bud auxin of 30 to 40 plant units diffused out 
in an hour, whereas from an inhibited bud there was practical­
ly none. When the synthetic hormone was used, a greater 
quantity than the amount detected in the apical buds was 
required to cause inhibition. These experiments established 
the facts that inhibition is caused by a hormonal factor 
which takes its origin from the apical buds.
Such inhibitory action is reported by Laibach (1933)
cu
who showed that pollinia of^certain orchid which happens to 
be a source of auxin caused partial inhibition of buds in the 
cotyledonary axils of Vicia. Muller (1935) demonstrated 
similar inhibition in a variety of plants by applying a paste 
of pollinia or urine in lanolin. Inhibition of buc^by auxin 
action is met with by various workers in this field. As an 
explanation for the possible mechanism of auxin action 
Thimann and Skoog (1934) postulated that the auxin which 
reaches the laterals either from the apical buds or the 
artificially applied source prevents the manufacture of auxin 
in the laterals as they found that the inhibited lateral 
buds after resuming their growth begin to produce auxin. This 
auxin production in the laterals was believed to be a trans­
formation of precursors into auxin. This transformation 
is stopped by the intrusion of auxin coming from the apex or
the applied source.
Thimann/
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Thimann (1937) modified his views by suggesting that 
the inhibition of the growth of the lateral buds in Pi sum 
seedlings by auxin is not accompanied by compensating increase 
of growth elsewhere in the plants. Low concentration of auxin 
causes growth in stem, buds and roots. But the concentration 
of auxin suitable to cause optimum growth in stem reaches the 
supraoptimal level for lateral buds and remains on the border 
line of toxicity as it does for stems. He has proved that 
high concentration of auxin causes inhibition in stem elonga­
tion and with a wide range of concentration it would give an 
optimum curve. Buds, therefore, in their response to auxin 
show an optimum curve which would fall in between stem and 
root. So according to him the normal auxin concentration in 
the growing plants is to stimulate stem growth and inhibit the 
lateral buds. He believes that stem, root, and buds behave 
in the same way and their response to auxin action depends on 
the concentration range. Thimann concludes that low con­
centration of auxin causes growth of buds, but a higher 
concentration inhibits the growth. Auxin action in causing 
growth has been attributed to change of certain physiological 
conditions. Auxin increases the rate of protoplasmic
streaming found by Thimann and Sweeney(1937) and increases the 
rate of respiration reported by Commoner and Thimann (1941). 
This causes an exhaustion of carbohydrate leading to growth. 
Skoog/
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Skoog (1935) pointed out that by X-radiation synthetic 
auxin is inactivated possibly due to oxidation. Naturally 
occurring auxin is also inactivated from the plant tips by 
irradiation. Treating the apex of plants with X-ray, he 
demonstrated the growth of the lateral buds. As an explana­
tion he suggests that irradiation destroys the auxin product­
ion in the apical buds conseouently releases the 
inhibition of lateral bud growth which is mainly due to 
cancellation of direct action of auxin in bud inhibition.
Skoog (1939) demonstrated that when auxin is applied 
to stems in high concentration, it causes inhibition of bud 
development. But when auxin is applied to the stem below 
the buds, it is without any effect. On the other hand when 
lAA is applied in aqueous solution from which upward trans­
port of lAA in xylem is only possible, inhibition of lateral 
buds above the point of application is possible. Skoog 
drew a conclusion of his investigation that indoleacetic 
acid inhibits the development of the lateral buds and the 
action of auxin is directly in buds. He does not comment 
on whether the action in correlative inhibition is limited 
to concentration or influenced by an effect on translocation
of growth factors. Skoog (1942) confirms the direct auxin 
action postulated earlier by Thimann and Skoog (1934),
Thimann (1937) and Skoog (1939) by suggesting that very low 
concentration/
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concentration of auxin when applied to cut stems promotes 
bud-growth in decapitated plants instead of inhibition. He 
postulates a possible mechanism of this action to be that 
after decapitation the free auxin content of the lateral bud 
is too low. The applied auxin is adsorbed onto the enzyme 
system without its saturation value for optimal growth being 
exceeded .
Thimann has been firmly adhering to his view on direct 
action of auxin in bud inhibition. Wicks on and Thimann
(1960) working with lAA labelled with found that in the 
cut stem segment of pea most of the lAA was transported away 
from the apical end. This predominantly explained the polar 
transport of auxin which has already been established by 
Jacobs (1950). In such transport experiments they have 
detected significant amount of radioactive lAA which was of^ 
course only 12^ of the total content of the stem segments. 
They have further established that uptake of lAA by the stem 
segment is enhanced in dark whereas suppressed in light. They 
observed bud growth in the segments grown in light which they 
attribute to the destruction of lAA ultimately lowering the 
concentration and releasing growth. The presence of kinetin 
in the lAA solution was found to depress the uptake both in 
light and dark. But its entry into the buds was doubted 
to have been influenced by the presence of kinetin.
VJhile/
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l/Vhlle investigating the entry of lAA Cl4 into the 
buds already growlng due to early decapitation they have 
found that the concentration of the external lAA medium had 
to be quite high to allow it to penetrate into the stem 
tissues and buds. The average ratio between the lAA content 
of the stem and buds was 9:1. They have found a linear 
relationship between the lAA content of each bud with the 
degree of bud inhibition and regard this as clear proof of 
the direct action theory.
Much evidence has been put forward against the direct 
auxin action, but one important fact which conflicts with the 
hypothesis is that in shoots growing in the dark there is a 
low auxin content but the inhibition of lateral bud growth 
is complete as observed by Le Panh (1956), Perman (1938),
Van Cverbeek (1938) and Libbert (1954)..
Indirect action of auxin theories (Snow* s hypothesis).
The chief exponent of such theories Is Snow, who (1925) 
postulated that the apex of plants Influences other plant 
organs which Inhibit the lateral bud growth. By removal of 
the apex the equilibrium In the plant body Is upset and this 
leads to bud growth. He refused to accept the nutrition 
exhaustion hypothesis postulated by MacCallum (1905) and 
Loeb (1918 - 1924).
Snow then/
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Snow then believed that growth promoting substances 
were transported by certain mechanisms towards the apex.
# 16n the apical bud is removed, the direction changes and the 
substances move into the lateral buds. The direction of 
transport of such substance is maintained by the apical buds 
in normal conditions. His early belief was that the 
inhibitory influence is produced by apical buds of the main 
shoots and transmitted downward to the laterals. In sub­
sequent ejqperiments he found that inhibitory influences pass 
through watery gap of a graft which made him to believe that 
inhibitory influence of the apical buds is transmitted by 
a diffusable chemical substance.
Snow (1937) elaborated his hypothesis by working on 
plants of Vicia fab a with twin shoots. He showed that the 
inhibiting influence of the apical bud is capable cf/acro- 
petal movement on the twin shoot and inhibit the lateral buds 
of that shoot. Snow (1940) considers the secondary 
influence is probably another plant hormone not auxin which, 
at that time was thought not to be capable of acropetal move­
ment, an inhibitor Induced by the auxin. Recent worÿ of 
Bennet-Clark and Keford (1953) in fact show that growth 
inhibitors are widely distributed in plants. Hamberg (1949) 
has shown that such substances do take part in inhibiting the 
winter buds of Praxinus twigs.
A direct approach/
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A direct approach of Snow* s hypothesis has been
Q
advanced by Libbert (1954a, 1954b) who working on correlative 
inhibition of Pisum seedlings grown in two per cent sugar 
added to the substratum. Inhibition of the lateral buds was 
caused by addition of indole-3-acetic acid in a concentration 
10 parts per million. The sensitivity of buds to auxin for 
their Inhibition was higher when the roots were kept intact. 
This made him to believe that certain substance is produced 
by the root which presumably interacts with auxin from the 
apical bud to produce an inhibitor. He succeeded in 
causing such inhibition by applying coumarin at a concentra­
tion of 1 part per million. In a mixture of auxin and 
coumarin, the effectiveness of auxin for bud inhibition was 
greatly enhanced. Prom this he concluded that the special 
inhibitor is produced by interaction of auxin coming from 
the apex with a coumarin-like unsaturated lactone produced 
by the roots. He thought this to be an auxin complex. He 
studied (1958) the physicochemical properties of the 
inhibitor and found it to be a neutral compound capable of 
yielding lAA on hydrolysis. All these findings support the 
indirect auxin action theory of Snow.
Indirect action of auxin theory. (Van Overbeek's
hypothesis - auxin action in stem not in bud).
A different line of attack to the problem was made
by Van Overbeek (1938)/
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by Van Overbeek (1938) who critically examined Thimann 
and Skoog*s contention (1934) that the developing lateral 
buds had hi^er rate of auxin production in eoir^arison to 
the inhibited laterals:and this increase rate of production of 
auxin causes grov/th. This would lead to a condition of 
higher auxin content and hiÿier auxin concentration in buds 
favourable for their growth. In Overbeek*s investigation 
by applying Indole-3-acetic acid on cut stem of Vi cl a ^ the 
auxin content and concentration in the lateral buds were 
raised, although a complete inhibition of bud growth was 
thereby caused. This led Overbeek to believe that auxin 
action is not on bud itself but somewhere else, presumably 
in stem. He observed in decapitated plants that auxin 
concentration in buds increases while the concentration 
decreases in st@n. So he attributed the release of lateral 
bud growth in decapitated plant» to low concentration of 
auxin in the stera rather than to high concentration in the 
lateral buds.
He critically analysed the role of auxin and finally 
came to a conclusion that the auxin action is primarily in 
stem but not in buds. As a support of his statement, he 
postulated that auxin is translocated through the vascular 
system. Auxin being a surface active substance is adsorbed 
to the walls/
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to the walls of the vascular elements (Phloem or xylem 
or both) and affects the physicochemical properties of the 
walls ultimately affecting the conduction of nutrients from 
the cotyledons to the buds.
Camus (1949) working on Cichorium intybus root segments 
found that the actively growing buds inhibited other buds.
By auxin assay he found that the apical part of the segments 
in which buds developed had much less auxin than the basal 
region. As the bud growth continued the ausdn content
rose steadily. This led; him to believe that auxin has 
nothing to do with inhibition. Champagnat (1955) working
on Syringa vulgaris found that the mature leaves exert an 
influence on the inhibition of buds below them, but not in 
their axils. This inhibition occurs when the leaves are 
9 millimetres long. When the leaves age their auxin content 
decreases but the content in stem below them increases. This 
occurs possibly due to rapid increase in leaf bulk. So 
Champagnat suggests that in inhibition phenomenon a separate 
hormone othhr than auxin is involved.
Similar evidence was gathered from the studies of 
Gregory and Veale (1957). In flax plants nutrition rather 
than auxin was the main factor in apical dominance. After 
a thorough investigation on the effects of age on the plants, 
level of decæitation/
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level of decapitation, nitrogenous nutrition, amount of 
light, day length and concentration of applied auxin, they 
arrived at the conclusion that under conditions of full 
light and h i ^  nitrogen concentration, lAA fails to impose 
inhibition on the growth of the lateral buds. But in a 
dimly lit and lov/ nitrogen concentration inhibition of bud 
growth is caused. According to them lAA causes poor 
vascular connection to the buds whereby nutrient transport 
to the buds is hampered. Their work strongly supports 
the theory of indirect auxin action in bud inhibition.
Diversion theory of Went.
Went (1936) made a different interpretation of the 
mechanism of apical dominance in which he stated that there 
are some special substances which originate from the roots 
and cotyledons and travel upward. These substances are 
necessary for growth of buds. According to him auxin 
flowing downward from the apical source polarises the stem 
in such a way that these substances necessary for bud growth 
move towards the source of auxin or the apical buds. On 
decapitation when the source of auxin production is removed 
their movement is diverted towards the lateral buds. This 
was experimentally/
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was experlriientally demonstrated with decapitated dark grown 
pea seedlings placed with their roots in a two per cent 
sucrose solution. By removing the roots the growth of the 
lateral buds was strongly inhibited. The same thing 
happened to a lesser degree by cutting the cotyledons. In 
intact plants under the same conditions by removal of the 
cotyledons, leaf growth was suppressed and partially by the 
removal of roots. From these observations Went concluded 
that there are two specific growth substances produced in the 
roots which are mainly responsible in cell elongation and 
organ formation. These substances are attracted to the 
apex which is the site of auxin production. On decapitation 
they are diverted towards the lateral buds since the pro­
duction of auxin starts there. In fact this theory seems 
highly hypothetical. In the light of this theory it is 
hard to explain why the lateral buds of an intact plant 
fail to produce auxin while on removal of the apical buds 
the production of auxin immediately starts in the laterals.
Prom a closer view of the different theories so far 
discussed in connection with the mechanism of apical 
dominance, it appears quite feasible that the lateral bud 
inhibition by natural or applied auxin is brought about by 
a secondary inhibiting influence originating from a primary
process/
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process prompted by auxin action in the stem. The work 
to be described in this thesis is concerned mainly with 
checking these possibilities. Firstly to check 
Van Overbeek*s and Gregory and Veale*s hypotheses, different 
techniques were evolved to estimate auxin action in the 
vascular tissues (Phloem) by measuring the volume of sieve- 
tubes developed at the bud base which are associated with 
the nutrient flow. Secondly to check the ideas of Gregory 
and Veale it was thought necessary to develop a technique 
with radioactive substance applied to the cotyledon which 
would give a direct measure of the cotyledonary nutrients 
flowing to the lateral buds of the plants. lAA action 
in cell division and e]^ ansi on in buds was thought worth 
studying. The further check on the site of action of lAA 
applied to the stem apex, lAA labelled with was
employed and analysis made of its movement into stem and 
lateral bud. To verify the effects of the transport 
inhibition^2, 3 , 5 -  tri - iodobenzoic acid (TIBA) was 
studied.
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CHAPTER 2 BUD GROWTH STUDIES
(a ) Material and general method
Broad bean plants Vicia faba (var - Laviathan) were 
chosen for the experiments, for the reasons that the plants
attain a size suitable for experimental purposes within a 
short period of 10 - 12 days. The seeds are large with 
ample food reserve in the cotyledons, so as to provide 
nutrition to the plants during the whole period of experi­
ment. The necessity of feeding the plants artificially 
with nutrient solution is thereby eliminated. The first 
lateral buds counted from below which were the main objects 
of the investigation are borne in the axils of rudimentary 
leaves (scale leaves) which do not exert inhibitory influ­
ences on the buds as is experienced with the fully grown 
leaves. So the inhibitory effect of the leaves over these 
axillaries is thereby avoided.
The bean plants grow long epicotyls and at maturity the 
lateral buds become distinctly separated from the apical ones 
Since the investigation is mainly focussed on the study and 
correlative behaviour of the first lateral buds counted from 
below with that of the apical buds, it was quite convenient 
therefore to conduct the experiments with bean plants. The 
seedlings remained healthy during their growth in porcelain 
tanks/
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tanks filled with, tap water only, in l4 hours day length 
provided by fluorescent lamps at 500 f .c. in a constant 
temperature room at 25^0.
Section I. Soaking, germination and planting of seeds
A good number of healthy bean seeds were soaked in a bath 
of running water with an efficient aerating washer arrange­
ment devised by Andus (1956), for a period of 48 hours.
After soaking, the seeds had produced small radicles. For 
germination, the seeds were planted on clean sterile and 
moderately moist sand in washed earthenware pots. The seeds 
were planted flat and covered with a thin layer of moist sand. 
The earthenware pots were covered by thin aluminium dishes to 
maintain humidity and avoid undue evaporation of water from 
the sand beds. Two days after planting the seeds, watering 
was done and the aluminium dishes were removed. At this 
stage the plumules had grown to a height of about 1 centimetre 
During the period of germination the seed beds were kept in 
darkness at a constant temperature of 25®C.
At this stage when the seedlings were 5 - 6  days old, they 
were transferred to porcelain tanks provided with perforated 
black perspex sheet which hung by means of clamps about 
2 inches/
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2 inches below the rim of the tank. The advantage of 
such tanks was that the roots were dipped in constantly 
aerated water and kept in darkness, even though the shoots 
were growing in light. This to a large extent ensured the 
natural environmental conditions of plant growth. The 
tanks were filled with water right up to the level of the 
perspex sheet, so that the roots were constantly immersed 
in water, whereas the shoots with cotyledons were away from 
the water level being seated on the dry perspex surface. The 
6-day-old seedlings were transferred to tanks from the sand 
beds and their tap roots, free from sand, were put through 
the perforations of the perspex, flat cotyledons covering 
the holes. The water of the tanks was changed every other 
day and was aerated constantly by bubbling air into it from 
the filtered compressed air supply. The seedlings were kept 
at a constant temperature of 23^C and were given a long day 
treatment of l4 hours provided by fluorescent lamps at 500 f.c 
The porcelain tanks were used for some time, but later on 
discarded owing to inconveniences in recording the growth of 
the buds and in treating individual plants with different 
chemicals. Polythene boxes 10 x 10 x 13 centimetres with tight 
fitting lids were then substituted for the tanks. Four 
plants were grown in each box, through holes made in the lids. 
The/
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The water in the containers was constantly aerated by blow­
ing air into it with the help of polythene tubes attached to 
an air pressure tap. The Seedlings were grown in porcelain 
tanks in rows, and for each different treatment, were selected 
at random from the tanks. On changing over to the polythene 
containers conditions between replicates could be made more 
uniform and randomisation under the light was much easier.
The growth in length of the lowermost ajcillary buds was 
measured every other day from the time of treatment and 
expressed in millimetres. At the end of the experiment the 
buds were cut at the base, dried in an oven at a temperature 
of 73^0 and the final dry weight in milligrammes was recorded.
Section II. Preparation of the Indole-3-Acetic Acid paste
and its application.
For the experiments 0.1 per cent Indole-3-Acetic Acis 
w/w in lanolin was used. To make the paste 3 milligrammes of 
lAA supplied by Hopkin and Williams Limited was accurately 
weighed in a clean dry crucible. Five grammes of anhydrous 
lanolin was also weighed out and stuck to the wall of the 
crucible leaving the lAA at the bottom. The lAA crystals were
then dissolved in 2 to 3 drops of absolute ethyl alcohol. The 
lanolin was/
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lanolin was then subjected to gentle heat in a hot water bath 
to soften it. It then slipped down from the wall to the bottom 
of the crucible and was thoroughly stirred with the help of a 
clean glass rod for about 20 minutes whereby a homogeneous 
lAA paste in lanolin could be ensured. When not in use the 
paste was kept in the crucible with the lid on the top at a 
temperature of - 18^0 and renewed every 10 days. The paste 
was thoroughly stitred before every use. The decapitation of 
the apical buds was done in every case at the second node 
counted from below.
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For this a fine scalpel was used to make a sharp cut 
without injuring any other part. The two lower most 
intemodes were left. A clean transverse cut on the stem 
was made to leave a plane surface for the uniform applica­
tion of the lAA paste. The control plants were treated 
with plain lanolin stirred with 2 - 3  drops of absolute 
ethyl alcohol. The paste was applied on the cut stump by 
smearing a uniformly equal amount of paste in each case with 
the help of a clean pointed k inch long glass rod. The 
paste was renewed every other day removing a slice of 
tissues of about 0.5 millimeters thickness below the old 
paste. The renewal of the paste continued up to the day of 
recording the last but one observation.
Experiments were set up to study the growth behaviour of 
the buds under the conditions of decapitation and application 
of lAA, in which the increase in length of the buds per unit 
time was recorded. The influence of various factors on the 
growth of the buds under the conditions of treatment was 
studied. For the experiments 10 day-old seedlings were 
used with 10 replicates for each treatment.
Section III/
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Section XXX. . Statistical analyses of growth, results
For all the experiments which aimed at looking into the 
growth rate of the lateral buds under different conditions 
of treatment, the observed results were recorded in milli­
meters. Inspection of the length curves suggested that bud 
growth was exponential. Xf this is so then a single 
accurate measure of the growth potential of buds can be
obtained by determining the relative growth rate 1 ♦ dL
L dt
which should be a constant (k ) over growth period employed.
(L = bud length). This can best be obtained by plotting 
log 10 bud length (l ) against time, when a straight line
should be obtained. Thus 1 . ^  = K or ^  = Kdt.
L dt L
Integrating log L = Kt + A where A is a constant of integra­
tion. Xn most experiments such plots gave virtually
straight lines and thus enabled K to be determined from all 
the 10 replicates by calculation of the regression coefficient 
(b) of Log iJ'on t.
I
A test of significance of the regression coefficient was 
done by/
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done by calculating its standard error. The regression 
coefficient (b) with its standard error and the constant (a ) 
values for every treatment are provided in tables. The 
regression analyses of the bud growth were all calculated 
according to the formula given.
It must be mentioned in this connection that the growth 
of the buds recorded on the 10th day or the day of commence­
ment of treatment is excluded from the regression analyses, 
owing to the fact that the buds were too small to measure 
accurately; and that the standard errors were fax too big 
to justify their inclusion. For the regression analyses 
the 12th day has been taken as zero time (t ) and subsequently 
each unit increase of age in days corresponds to each unit 
increase of the value (t ). In the graphs of regression 
analyses the actual age in days of the plants is recorded. 
When any reference of the age of the plants is made, it 
relates to the age from the time of soaking.
Section IV. Graphs
For every experiment on the growth of the lateral buds 
three main figures are provided, which are numbered with 
one Arabic and three Roman numbers. Fig. l(i) gives the 
average growth rate of the buds in millimeters. Plotted
against/
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against the age of the plants in days. Each treatment is 
identified by the letters written close to the plots of the 
final observations. Pig. 1 (ii) gives the regression 
analyses of the Log length of the buds in millimeters.
Plotted against the age of the plants in days. Pig. 1 (iii) 
shows the average log dry weight of the buds in milligram x 10* 
recorded at the end of the experiment. Since the inhibited 
buds weighed a fraction of a milligram the dry weight was 
multiplied by 10* to give more convenient log values.
These are presented as histograms with the standard errors 
of the mean shown by the slanting lines. The letters used 
to identify the treatmental conditions exactly correspond 
in the three figures. Wherever in figures or descriptions 
mention is made of the * bud* or * lateral bud’ , it always 
refers to the first lateral buds counted from below.
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(b ) bxjd g r o w t h  e x p e r i m e n t s
Section I. Effect of different concentrations of lAA
on the growth of the lateral buds of Vicia 
fab a when grown in light.
To determine a suitable concentration of lAA for use in 
the experiments to bring about an inhibition comparable with 
that caused by the apical buds in the intact plants, an 
experiment was set up in which samples of seedlings were 
treated with lAA paste of different concentrations, O.Oyjo, 
0.075^, 0.1^ and 0.5%. Application of these four concentra­
tions of lAA was made to 4 sets of seedlings having 10 
replicates each. Two more sets were arranged out of which 
one was kept as control with the apical buds intact, and the 
other contained plants decapitated but smeared with plain 
lanolin only. Growth of the buds in length was measured 
every other day followed by the renewal of paste. Observa- 
tions extended over a period of 12 days after the treatment.
The growth curves of Fig.l (i) gives a clear picture of 
the growth conditions of the buds. Curve A shows complete 
release of inhibition with plain lanolin whereas curves B.C 
and E show inhibition with some release towards the end of 
the experiment. Curve D is more close to F which shows 
that the growth of the buds under the treatment of 0.1% lAA 
was very near to the inhibited condition of the intact plants
The dry/
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The dry weight of the buds recorded at the end of the 
experiment and shown in Pig. l(iii) supports the conclusion. 
Prom these considerations 0.1% lAA in lanolin paste was 
chosen for all the experiments.
Fig-1 (i)
Effect of different concentrations of XAA on the 
growth of the lateral buds when applied on the cut surface 
of the stems of the 10-dayc- old seedlings of Vicia faba, 
grown in light.
A. Decapitated, treated with plain lanolin
B. “ " " 0.05% of lAA
0. ” " " 0.075^ of lAA
D. " ” " 0.1% of lAA
E. " » ” 0.5% of lAA
F. Intact plants with the apical buds.
Fig.1 (ii) Regression analysis.
Fig.1 (iii)
Average dry weight of the buds at the end of the 
experiments. The shaded tops of the histograms re­
present twice the standard error of the respective means.
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Table 1.
The regression analyses of tbe log length 
of the buds in millimeters on the age of 
the plants in days. The regression co­
efficient *b* and the constant *A* are given.
I  A  ISymbols Treatments Regression -
Decapitated coefficient
A - Plain lanolin 0.121 - 0.004 1.01
B - 0.05% lAA 0.031 t 0.009 0.84
C - 0.075% lAA 0.031 - 0.01 0.71
D - 0.1%  lAA 0.023 1 0.005 0.62
E - 0.5% lAA 0.048 Î 0.008 0.63
F Intact control O.OI8 - O.OO5 0.63
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Section II. Effect of lAA on the growth, of the lateral
buds of the plants when grown in darkness.
Hie bean plants were grown in darkness and the treatment 
was given to the seedlings when they were 10 days old.
Ihere were three sets of 10 plants each, out of which one 
set was kept as control with the apical buds being intact, 
the second set had decapitated plants treated with plain 
lanolin and the third set had decapitated plants treated with 
0.1% lAA in lanolin paste. The plants were grown in complete 
darkness except when renewing the paste, taking the measure­
ment of the buds and changing the water of the containers.
Fig. 2 (i) (ii) (iii) show the log length of the buds, 
regression analysis and the dry weight of the buds respectively. 
The regression coefficient *b* and the constant ’A* are given 
in table 2, and the log length of the buds in table 11(A).
The results show no significant difference in the pattern 
of growth between the buds in plants grown in light and 
darkness under the similar conditions of treatments. It appears 
as if the photosynthete has no modifying effect on apical 
dominance behaviour.
V ü
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FiK. 2 (i)
Effect of decapitation and application 
of O.lÿo lAA in lanolin paste on the growth of 
the lateral buds when applied on the cut sur­
face of the 10-daya old seedlings of Vicia 
faba grown in darkness .
A. Decapitated, treated with plain lanolin
B. ” *' *' 0.1% lAA
C . Intact with apical buds.
Fig, 2 (ii) Regression analyses.
EiS— 2. (iii)
Average dry weight of the buds at the 
end of the experiment. The shaded tops of 
the histograms represent twice the standard 
error of the respective means.
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The regression analysis of the log 
length of the buds in millimeters 
on the age of the plants in days. 
The regression coefficient *b’ and 
constant *A* are given.
Symbols
Treatment
Decapitated
Regression
Coefficient ♦A’
A - plain lanolin 0.148 ± 0.008 0.85
B o.lfo lAA 0.025 t 0.01 0.60
Intact control 0.019 1 0.007 0.62
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Section III. Effect of age at times of decapitation and
application of lAA on the growth of the buds.
This experiment was set up to look into the effect of age 
at the time of treatment on the growth of the buds. Three 
sets of plants were used, out of which the first set received 
the treatment on the 10th day, the second set on the 12th day
and the third set on the l4th day. The renewal of the paste
and the measurement of the buds was done every other day.
Fig. 3 (i) (ii) (iii) show the log length of the buds, 
regression analyses and the dry weight of the buds respect­
ively. The regression coefficient *b* and the constant *A* 
are given in table 5 and the log length of the buds in table IH (A.)
Looking at the regression coefficient of the treatment A,
B and C and D, E, F of table 3, it appears as if there is no
difference in the relative growth rate and hence there is no
effect of maturity over this period on the relative growth 
rate of buds released from inhibition by decapitation.
*t* tests carried out on the regression coefficient of 
table 3 showed that those of treatments A, B and C on the one 
hand and D, E and F on the other did not differ significantly 
between themselves. The difference in final bud size in A,
B and C are due purely to the delay in decapitation in B and
C.
Fig. 3(i)
Effect of age at times of treatment on the 
growth of the buds.
A. Decapitated at the 10th day
B. " at the 12th day
C. " at the l4th day
D. Decapitated and lAA applied at the 10th day
E. " " " " at the 12th day
P. *’ ** " " at the l4th day
Fig.3 (ii) Regression analyses.
Fig. 3 (iii)
Average dry weight of the buds at the end 
of the experiment. The shaded tops of the 
histograms represent twice the standard error 
of the respective means.
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The regression analyses of the log 
length of the buds in millimetres 
on the age of the plants in days. 
The regression coefficient ’b* and 
constant ’A ’ are given.
Symbols Treatments Regression-
Coefficient
A ’
A Decapitated on 10th day 0.095 + 0.003 1.06
B tf on 12 th day 0.094 + 0.004 1.09
0 tt on 14th day 0.10 + 0.005 1.06
D " + lAA on 1 0th day 0.033 + 0.007 0.64
E " + lAA on 12 th day 0.05 + 0.009 0.75
P " + lAA on 14th day 0.05 + 0.01 0.73
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Section IV. Effect of early decapitation and delayed
application of lAA on the growth, of the
lateral buds.
For this experiment 6 sets of plants were grown and they 
were all decapitated on the 8th day. One set was treated 
with plain lanolin, and in case of other five sets the 
delayed application of lAA was done at different time sub­
sequent to decapitation. Before application of the paste 
a thin slice of the stem below the dry tissues of the 
previously decapitated plants was removed to ensure the 
immediate contact of lAA with the fresh stem tissues. Measure­
ment of the length of the buds was done every other day after 
the commencement of the treatment and the renewal of the paste 
continued up to the day of last but one observation.
Ihe regression coefficient *b* and the constant *A* are 
given in table 4 and the log length of the buds in table IY(A). 
Fig. 4 (i) (ii) (iii) show the log length of the buds, 
regression analyses and the dry weight of the buds respect­
ively. In Fig.4 (iv) the regression coefficient (relative 
growth rate) of buds is plotted against the delay in applica­
tion of lAA (days).
From these results it appears that when lAA application 
is delayed after decapitation, inhibition of the buds rapidly 
diminished. Ihis could be attributed to the fact that when 
the buds/
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the buds are released from inhibition, their sensitivity 
to the action of lAA is rapidly lost. Thus in Fig.4 (iv) 
it is seen that even after 2 days the relative growth rate 
of the buds can be reduced to 1/3 that of control by lAA 
application, after 4 days it can be reduced only by about 
20^ 0 while after 6 days there is no detectable effect.
¥hien the state of inhibition has been completely released 
(i.e. about 5 days after decapitation) lAA will no longer 
reimpose any inhibition. This is when the released buds are 
about 15 millimeters long.
Effect of early decapitation and delayed application 
of lAA on the growth of the lateral buds.
(i) General growth rate of the buds under the 
treatments ;-
A. Decapitated on the 8th day, treated with plain lanolin
" " " lAA on the l6th dayB.
C.
D.
E.
F.
" lAA on the 14 th day
” lAA on the 12th day
" lAA on the 10th day
” lAA on the 8th day
Fig.4 (ii) Regression analyses.
Fig.4 (iii)
Average dry weight of the buds at the end of the experi 
ment. The shaded tops of the histograms represent 
twice the standard error of the respective means.
Fig.4 (iv)
Regression coefficient plotted against the increasing 
delay of treatment.
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The regression analyses of the log 
length of the buds in millimeters on 
the age of the plants in days. The 
regression coefficient ’b ’ and constant 
are given.
Symbol Treatments Regression-
Decapitated on 8 th day Coefficient
’A ’
plain lanolin 0*109 t 0*003 0*93
B lAA on l6th day 0.11 0*005 0*85
lAA on 14th day 0.112 0.003 0*86
lAA on 12th day 0.091 0.006 0*92
B lAA on 1 0th day 0.039 0*010 0.85
lAA on 8th day 0.005 0*003 0*19
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Section V. Effect of repeated application of lAA on
the growth, of the buds.
For this experiment 10 days-old seedlings were arranged 
in 6 sets of 10 each. To one set lAA was applied once only, 
whilst with each of four other sets, the lAA paste was 
renewed on alternate days, one, two, three and four times 
respectively; to the sixth set lAA was applied on alternate 
days until two days before the final observation was made.
Fig 5 (i) (ii) (iii) show the log length of the buds, 
regression analyses and the dry weight of the buds respective­
ly, The regression coefficient *b* and ’A* are given in 
table 5 and the log length of the buds in millimeters in 
table V(A) .
The results suggest that inhibition is maintained by lAA 
when the paste is renewed 4 times or more. Up to a limit 
of 3 times of renewal, the inhibition lasted for about 6 
days, after which effect of lAA seemed to fail which is 
obvious from the release of inhibition exhibited by the buds. 
The effect of the first application of XAA lasts for 6 days 
from the time of treatment after which the buds tend to 
grow. This might be due to metabolism of applied lAA caus­
ing a fall in its effect, thereby releasing the inhibition 
of the buds. It might be possible that with few applications 
of lAA/
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of lAA enough, of it could not get into the buds to cause 
complete inhibition.
The regression analyses show that up to 4 times of 
application inhibition is imposed but with smaller numbers 
of renewal of the paste inhibition is reduced. Since 
metabolism of lAA occurs in plant tissues it might be poss­
ible that the inhibited buds would recover from inhibition 
if the renewal of the paste is stopped after 4 - 5  applica­
tions.
Fis.5 (i)
Effect of repeated application of lAA on the
growth of the buds.
A. Decapitated lAA pas te applied once oiily
B. " lAA paste renewed once only
C, »' lAA paste renewed twice only
D. " lAA paste renewed thrice only
E. »* lAA paste renewed four times only
F. ” lAA paste renewed every other day
Fig.3 (ii) Regression analyses 
Fig.5 (iii)
Fig.5 (iv)
Average dry weight of the buds at the end of 
the experiment. The shaded tops of the histo­
grams represent twice the standard error of the 
respective means.
Regression coefficient plotted against number 
of applications of lAA.
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Section VI, Effect of lAA on the growth of the second
intemode on which the paste was applied.
In the first experiment described in section I, the 
10-day-old seedlings were decapitated at the second node 
while the plants were grown in light. lAA in lanolin paste
1
was applied uniformly on the cut surface. The length of the 
second internode counted from below was measured every other 
day to investigate the effect of lAA on this part of the stem, 
since it lies just below the region of application of the pasteo 
Table B..
Effect of lAA on the growth of the second 
intemode. Figures show the average length 
of the internodes in millimeters.
Age in days
Treat- lO 12 14 l6
ment
Décapita- 11.2 ± 0.81 12.75 * 1.02 l4.2 - l.l6 14.3 - l.l4
ted
Decapita­
ted + 11.73 * 0.69 22.13 ± 1.66 25.9 - 1.71 26.2 ± 1*78
lAA
From the results it is evident that the second intemodes 
of lAA treated plants grow more in length than the second 
internode of the untreated plants.
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Sectlon VII 1P)lscu3 3lon of the results.
Prom the growth e:?q)erlments it was evident that the 
apical buds in the intact plants caused inhibition of the 
lateral buds. A similar sort of inhibition was imposed when 
the apical bud was replaced by 0.1^ of lAA in lanolin paste. 
There does not seem to be any difference in the effect of treat­
ments on bud growth between plants grown in light and in dark­
ness. It was supposed by Went and Thimann (1937) that only 
small amounts of auxin is produced by the apical buds of the 
etiolated pea plants, since only a small amount could be 
obtained by the diffusion method. Van Overbeek (1938) has 
shown by his extraction technique that a higher auxin concentra­
tion occurs at the terminal buds of the etiolated pea seedlings 
than the seedlings grov/n in light. Rrom the present experi­
ments it can only be concluded that the supply of photosynthate 
has apparently no effect in regulating the phenomenon of apical 
dominance. Possibly during the early stages of growth, most 
of the nutrients for growth are derived from cotyledonary 
sources. Treatments given to plants of different age revealed 
that the relative growth rate of the buds is not affected by 
the maturity of the plants.
On delaying the application of lAA to the early 
decapitated/
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decapitated plants Its effect Is proportionately diminished.
This is due to loss of sensitivity of the buds to the action 
of lAA as they grow after release from inhibition by the apical 
bud. After a lapse of 6 days following decapitation applica­
tion of lAA has hardly any effect. This is clearly shown in 
i»lg.4 (Iv) vÈiere the relative growth rate is seen to increase 
with increasing delay of time of application.
From the effect of repeated application of lAA on the 
growth of the buds, it was found that at least 5 applications 
on successive alternate days is necessary to maintain inhibition 
similar to the inhibition caused by the apical buds. From 
Pig.5 (iv) it is found that the relative growth rate decreases 
with increasing number of applications of lAA. This might be 
attributed to the fact that with fewer application of lAA, which 
is metabolised in the plant tissues less is left over to main­
tain inhibition. Growth of the second internode of the stem 
under the influence of lAA, suggests an attraction of nutrients 
to its region, resulting in its growth.
The experimental conditions having been worked out in 
this chapter the first attack on the problem was to estimate 
the total volume of si eve-tubes developed at the base of the 
buds in the strand of the stem connected with the pro cambial 
strand of the buds, under the three conditions of treatment.
The investigations and the experimental results are discussed in 
the next chapter.
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chapter 3. ANATOMICAL INVESTIGATION.
From the foregoing discussion of the work of others, 
it was suggested that lAA could be causing the inhibition of 
the growth of the buds through a mechanism involving an inter­
ference with the development of the vascular strand at the base 
of the bud. So experiments were set up to make a quantitative 
estimate of the volume of sieve tubes developing in the 
vascular strand at the base of the bud under the different 
conditions of treatment. Preliminary experiments suggested 
that decapitation increased the vascular connections at the 
base of the bud and that applied lAA suppressed this increase. 
So systematic measurement of the sieve-tube volume was 
carried out in the vascular strand at the base of the buds 
of the treated plants, on either side of the node.
Section I. Harvest of the plant parts.
For this experiment the plants were grown in the 
usual manner, but the treatment was given when the seedlings 
were k days old.
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One set of plants was kept as intact control, the 
second set was decapitated and smeared with plain lanolin and 
the third set was decapitated and smeared with O.lfo of lAA in 
lanolin paste. From the day after treatment, plant parts 
were harvested. The scale-leaf was cut carefully at the 
base and discarded. The bud along with half a centimetre of 
stem material on either side of it was cut from the main 
shoot for sectioning. The harvest of the plant parts for 
anatomical investigation was carried out over a period of 
3 days from the day following the treatment. So the changes 
brought about in 3> 6 and 7 day old seedlings were investigat­
ed.
Section II. Fixation, blocking, sectioning and mounting.
The harvested plant parts under the three treatments 
were placed in small specimen tubes containing a few milli­
litres of fixative (F.A.A.) consisting of formalin ( 6 milli­
litres of kO/o by weight of formaldehyde gas in water), acetic 
acid (4 millilitres of glacial acetic acid) and alcohol (90 
millilitres of 70^ © ethyl alcohol). The plant parts were made 
to sink in the fixative so that it could penetrate into the 
tissues by subjecting them to a vacuum which removed the air 
from them. The plant parts were left in the fixative for 
24 hours/
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24 hours, after which they were washed in running tap water to 
remove the fixative. For gradual dehydration, the plant 
parts were passed through a series of increasing concentration 
of alcohol in water. Complete dehydration was ensured by 
leaving the plant parts in absolute alcohol overnight. The 
materials were taken up through a graded series of alcohol- 
xylol mixture to pure xylol. They were left in absolute 
xylol overnight and then transferred to paraffin wax.
The plant parts were blocked in wax. The blocks 
were hardened in ice water which prevented the wax from 
crystallising.
The materials were cut with a microtome longitudinally 
into sections each with a thickness of 10 microne. While 
sectioning care was taken not to lose any one of the sections, 
as loss would have resulted in underestimation of sieve-tube 
volumes.
The sections were mounted on slides and were stained 
after Sharman*s technique - (l9^3) with iron-alum, tannic acid 
safranin and orange . By this it was quite easy to 
differentiate the sieve-tubes in the vascular strands. The 
si eve-tub es stained a much darker blue than any of the 
neighbouring cells/
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neighbouring cells and thus could be easily distinguished 
from the other cells of the strand as well as from the 
parencliynia cells around, the strand.
Section III. Microscopic examination for the
measurement of sieve-tube volume.
Since Vicia fab a is a dicotyledonous plant, having a 
cylindrical arrangement of the vascular bundles in the stem, 
it was quite easy to trace the bundle running close to the 
bud and ultimately connecting with its pro cambial strands.
The other vascular strands of the stems were not considered 
at all. For this investigation only the si eve-tub es were 
considered as these are the main channels of translocation 
of nutrients from the cotyledons.
It was practically impossible to make a quantitative
study of the protophloem si eve-tub es by merely counting them
in the longitudinal sections examined under the microscope.
There are two main difficulties in makiig actual counts of the
protophloem si eve-tub es in any particular region of the
longitudinal sections. The difficulties are (a) to
distinguish the ends of many of the sieve-tubes, (b) to be
sure how many si eve-tub es lie behind one another in any one
line of view. The first problem (a) is even more difficult 
if transverse/
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Fig. 6
Longitudinal section of the stem 
segment opposite the bud of a 
decapitated plant. Hie circles 
represent the 6 fields of focus 
within which the development of 
the sieve^was studied.
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if transverse sections are used for the estimation of the 
sieve-tube volume.
The portions of a strand of a decapitated plant 
which were examined for this purpose are shown in Fig.6 which 
also shows the way in which the strand joins with the pro- 
cambial strand of the bud. The method adopted for the 
measurement of the sieve-tubes was mainly an estimation of 
the volume occupied by sieve-tubes. This was based on
measuring the length and the breadth occupied by the sieve- 
tubes in the vascular strand of the sections (usually 12 to 
15) of known thickness. The estimation of the volume of 
sieve-tubes in the strand at the base of the bud was extended 
to 3 successive contiguous fields seen in the microscope under 
high power ( x 40 objective and x 10 eyepiece) which covered 
0*86 millimetres on either side of the ijflode.
Although for final clarity the fields where measure­
ments are made are numbered 1 to 6 downwards as shown in Fig.6, 
the first measurements actually made up in field 3,. Starting 
with field 3 the vascular strand in the section is brought 
into focus and a point in the strand at the region where the 
bud is borne is registered at the lower end of the field
having the sieve-tube area of the strand above it. After
this/
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this measurement another point on the upper end of the field 3 
is registered and brought down to the lower end, so that the 
first field is continuous with the field 2. Similarly
field 1 was brought under focus for the estimation of the 
sieve volume. Now the measurements are made below the buds 
starting from field 4 followed by field 3 and 6 .
The length and breadth of the sieve-tube area was measured with 
the help of an oculomicrometer standardised by the scale of 
a stage micrometer.
Tlie sieve area in the 6 fields of the conducting strand 
under observation, seldom appeared in one section, because 
the strand was not completely parallel with the plane in which 
the sections were cut. So the total sieve volume for each 
field was summed for all the sections. The total thicknesses 
of the stem material involved in such observations are listed 
below.
Time of harvest in. days 
Treatment 3 day 6 day 7 day
Intact control 330 /I? 330 A  320 II»
Decapitated 3IO XK fX 310 JX
Decap. + lAA 520 JU. 530 It 36O fX
The considerable variation in these thicknesses is due to the 
fact that there were great differences in the skewness at cut 
of the sections.
The sieve volume/
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The sieve volume of the 6 fields was separately 
summed for all the sections and thus the total volume for 
each field was calculated. The photomicrograph of a section 
of a decapitated (5 day) plant segment is shown in Fig.6 
giving a plan of sieve area examination. All the sections 
were examined and measured under one constant magnification.
From the analysis of variance it is found that the 
treatment, time and position effects are all significant at 
less than 1^ level. Only the interaction of treatment and 
time effect is significant. The results of the position 
effect is shown in Fig.7 (i) and the interaction of the treat­
ment and time effect is shown in the graphs of Fig. 7 (ii). 
The graph in Fig. 7 (i ) shows the sums of the sieve tubes 
of the strands at the base of the buds of the 9 stem segments 
harvested during the 3 consecutive days after the treatments. 
Fig.7 (ii) shows the sums of the sieve-tubes in the 6 fields 
of each stem segment examined for each day and treatment.
- 8 8 -
Table 7..
+ lAA
Estimation of the volume of sieve tubes in the 
strand running close to the lateral buds, for 6 
field of focus above and below the nodes. The 
figures show^the sieve tube volume in cubic 
microne ^ 10 for the observed fields of focus.
A B O V E B E L 0 W
Treat­ Time of F :L e i d s 0^  f 0 e u s
ment harvest I II III IV V VI Total
5 days 90 98 90 45 154 211 688
Intact 6 days 32 60 32 52 247 222 685
7 days 307 337 332 90 397 412 1895
5 days 37 98 202 90 323 384 1134
Decapi­ 6 days 113 203 316 276 128 333 1389
tated
7 days 283 322 301 315 366 310 2099
5 days 128 123 120 233 248 322 1174
Decap. 6 days 67 147 130 203 368 323 1258
7 days I65 135 180 I50 225^ 210 1063
Total 1244 1523 1763 1554 2656 2947
Table 8
—89—
Analysis of variance 
of the total volume of sieve tube of the 6 
fields in the strand at bud base.
Source of 
variation
Treatment
(TR)
Time of 
observation 
(T)
Position
(P)
TR X T
P X  T
P X  TR
Sum of 
square
58,359
136,136
245,559
112,613
27,823
57,788
D.P,
2
5
4
10
10
Mean square 
variance
29,179
68,068
49,112
28,153
2,782
5,779
P. P.
6.69
15.60 <1^
11.25
6.45 <1^
0.64 not
significant
1.32 not
signifi cant
Residual
(R) 87,268 20 4,363
TOTAL 725,546 53
Pig. 7. (i)
Pig. 7 . (ii)
Development of total sieve-tube area in 
each of 6 fields of focus, in the strand 
running at the base of the bud.
Total sieve-tube area developed under 
different treatments with increase of time.
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Section IV Discussion of the re suits
The results of the anatomical investigation showed 
that the total sieve volume increased from above downward 
through the node ( Fig.7 (i)). Thus the vascular strand at 
the bud base has greater volume of sieve-tubes below the node, 
as compared with the same area above it. The interaction 
of treatment and time on sieve-tube development is significant 
at 1% level. The nature of this interaction is shown in
Pig. 7 (ii). Thus there is considerable sieve-tube develop­
ment even in normal intact plants when buds are completely 
inhibited. This suggests that the bud growth in these plants 
might not be restricted by lack of vascular supply. On the 
other hand decapitation seems to increase vascular develop­
ment since sieve-tube volume is significantly greater at all 
stages in those plants. But lAA treatment completely 
prevents the further development of sieve-tubes; in fact 
the final volume after seven days was significantly lower than 
that in control intact plants. ^
This e:^eriment presents slight conflicting evidence 
on the role of sieve-tube development in apical dominance 
and the part played by lAA. On balance it is somewhat in 
favour of the Gregory and VealeJ hypo the sis that lAA is 
acting by restricting vascular development at the base of 
the lateral buds.
This led/
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This led to a further enquiry of the role of transport 
of nutrients in apical dominance phenomena. In this 
experiment the techniaue employed was to follow the movement 
of radioactive uracil applied to the cotyledons, lËiich 
might be thouÿit to follow closely the process of mobilisa­
tion and dispersal of storage metabolites from the cotyledons. 
The main idea behind this is to see how decapitation and 
lAA treatment affected the accumulation of metabolites in 
the lateral buds.
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CHAPTER 4. STUDY OF THE SUPPLY OF NUTRIENTS TO
THE LATERAL BUDS.
From the anatomical investigations, it was found that 
the sieve-tube volume in the strand at the base of the bud 
was affected by lAA treatment. It was also thought desir­
able to see whether the difference in sieve-volume affects 
the supply of nutrients from the cotyledons to the buds.
Section I. Technique of application of radioactive 
substance.
To investigate the translocation of nutrients to the 
buds and detect its presence in the different parts of the 
plants the cotyledons were treated with radioactive sub­
stances. To work out the details of this technique 2.4-D 
was applied in various ways to assure uniformity of spread 
on the cotyledonary tissues. The one found suitable for 
the purpose is described below. /
For the application of the radioactive substance the 
seed coat was removed exposing the two cotyledons. An 
intracotyledonary injection of radioactive substance was done 
with the help of an Agla syringe on the centre of the internal 
surface of the two cotyledons. But it was felt that the 
radioactive/
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radio active substance applied at the centre might not spread 
over the entire surface of the cotyledons which would result 
in a non-uniform uptalce. Since it was not known which parts 
of the cotyledons provide most nutrients to the seedlings, it 
was necessary to be sure that the cotyledons were uniformly 
dosed.
For this purpose two layers of lens cleaning tissue 
paper 1 x 1  centimetre was talc en on a piece of cellulose self 
adhesive tape and a knoim quantity of radioactive substance 
was discharged from the Agla syringe on to the tissue paper. 
This thoroughly moistened the tissue paper wliich was applied 
on to the cotyledonary surface. Tiiro such pieces of paper 
adliering to the sticky side of the cellotape were stuck on to 
each of the outer convex sides of the cotyledons, after being 
moistened wd.th the radioactive substance. The inner two 
flat sides were contaminated by applying the substance to the
space between the two cotyledons. The thorough contamination
/
of the cotyledons was varified by assaying the radioactive 
contents of a definite quantity of the cotyledonary tissues, 
picking samples from any quarter of the cotyledons at 
random.
10 milligrammes of cotyledonary/
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10 milligrammes of colytedonary tissues from the 
centre and the two margins of both the cotyledons gave the 
following counts with 2.4-D.
Tissues were assayed two days after the treatment.
First cotyledon of a plant.
1. Central region 450 counts per minute
2. Upper end 306 ♦' " ”
3. Lower end 32,1 " " "
Second cotyledon of a plant.
1. Central region 509 " " "
2. Upper end 315 ” " "
3. Lower end 359 * " "
The two cotyledons were then placed together in close contact 
with each other. To avoid undue desiccation of the cotyledons, 
and to maintain normal humid conditions, a thin polythene sheet
was wrapped round the cotyledons, and held in place firmly by
/
a rubber band. By this technique of application a steady and 
uniform uptake of the labelled material from the cotyledons 
was ensured in all the treated plants. The treatment was 
given to 8 - 10 day-old seedlings. The assaying of the 
radioactivity in the plant parts commenced two days after the 
treatment.
Section II.
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Section II. Radioactive assay of the plant parts.
In all the experiments the shoots were cut at their 
bases, leaving the cotyledons and the roots behind. Each 
internode was then cut into fixed number of small segments 
which were marked in sequence from base to apex. Each leaf, 
apical bud and lateral bud were arranged accordingly. These 
plant parts were dried at a temperature of 80®C in an oven.
The dry weight of each part was recorded. For the assay 
of the radioactivity, the plant parts were separately 
macerated into very fine particles by means of a pestle and a 
mortar with a few drops of absolute ethyl alcohol in it. This 
was then transferred to l4 millimetre planchets using an eye 
dropper with a finely drawn end. This helped to reject 
the coarser particles which needed more grinding. After
the whole sample was transferred the alcohol was dried off
/
by an infra red lamp. Care was taken not to let the 
particles climb up the lips of the planchet when the alcohol 
was dried under the influence of heat and the material was 
spread uniformly on the inner surface of the planchet.
The l4 millimetre planchets, which were supplied by 
G.E.C. Electronics Limited, were reshaped by flattening the 
bottom/
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bottom for the convenience of assaying solid material as 
the ones supplied were mainly meant for assaying liquid. The 
radioactivity of the plant materials was assayed by placing 
the planchets directly under the mica window of the G.M. 
counter situated in a lead castle. In all cases the count­
ing of the electrical pulses in the scaler was done for a 
period of 3 minutes with 3 consecutive counts. The final 
corrected count was obtained by deducting the background 
count. Correction for self absorption was made^ presumably 
by adding known amount of radioactive uracil to different 
amounts of dried plant material and measuring the reduction 
in count. The results are expressed as total counts of 
the plant parts as well as the counts per milligramme dry 
weight.
Attempts were made to contaminate the cotyledonary 
tissues with 2.4-D but the results obtained were inconsistent, 
The effect of 2.4-D was obvious as it caused undulation of 
the stem. Since suspicions were harboured as to the 
aberration of the physiological condition of the seedlings 
whilst under the influence of 2.4-D, this project was 
abandoned but nevertheless it helped in developing the 
technique.
Section III./
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Sec tion III. Preparation of the solution of radioactive
uracil.
The next material used in these experiments was 
uracil This was found to be a suitable substance for
such experiment as it was a pyrimidine compound and its basic 
components were nucleic acids. No obvious deleterious 
effect was caused on application of this substance,to the plants, 
To make a solution of uracil 1.12 milligrammes of
the substance having a total activity of 1 miHicurie was 
dissolved in 2 - 3  drops of 1% sulphuric acid and was made up 
to 10 millilitres with 0.0001^ lissapol solution. It was 
then neutralised with potassium hydroxide. From this stock 
solution 3 millilitres aliquots were further diluted to 
6 millilitres for use in the experiment. At this concentra­
tion 0.01 millilitres was dried and assayed giving 3>000
counts per minute. Each plant received a dosage of 0.04
/
millilitres of uracil which was equivalent to 20,000 c.p.m.
Obviously the entire amount could not be taken up by the 
plants as a large amount was retained by the cotyledons.
Section IV./
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Section IV. Experiment to see the pattern of distribution 
of cotyledonairy nutrients in plants when grown 
and treated in light and darkness.
For this experiment 2 sets of plants were used, one 
grown in light and the other in complete darkness. Each set 
was divided into 3 groups of 4 plants each, of which one group 
had its apical buds intact, the second was decapitated and 
treated with lAA. The treatment was given when the plants were 
8 days old. Uracil was applied simultaneously at the
cotyledons to all the plants. The assay of radioactivity of 
the plant parts was done after a further period of 3 days.
For the radioactive assay the shoot was cut at the nodal 
region having the internodes separated. The mature leaves, 
apical buds, scale leaves and the lateral buds were separately 
assayed. At this stage of treatment the intact plants had 
three well developed internodes with a fourth small one.
There was no mature leaf borne at the third node. One 
half-opened leaf situated near the apical bud was cut and 
assayed separately. For this treatment, 4 plants were taken 
and the average dry weight and the total count rate of the 
plant parts were calculated. The observed count was 
corrected/
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corrected for the background and self absorption. The 
total count observed for 3 minutes per unit weight in 
milligrammes was calculated and plotted in histograms.
The dry weight, total counts per 3 minutes and the 
counts per unit dry wei^t in milligramme per 3 minutes of 
parts of the plants grov/n in light and darkness is given in 
table 9 and their average values in table 10. An analysis 
of variance of the total counts per 3 minutes per unit dry 
weight in milligramme of the lateral buds is given in table
11. The results are shorn in Fig.8 (i) (ii) (iii).
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Section V. Diagrammatic presentation of the results.
The main purpose of this type of diagram was to show 
(a) dry weight of the plant parts assayed separately
(h) total count per unit dry weight in milligrammes of the 
plant part per unit time, (c) total radioaotlTe oonfcent of 
the segments, (d) total radioactive content of the whole 
shoot, and (e) the distribution pattern of the labelled 
material under the different conditions of treatments.
To read the diagrams it should be remembered that the 
plant parts such as stems, leaves and buds are drawn with 
a width of 2 centimetres which is constant in all cases. 
Treatment. Intact plants are shown with the stems, leaves 
and apical buds, decapitated plants with a plain cut 
surface and lAA treated plants are shown with a semicircular 
black patch representing the lanolin paste.
Stem - It is represented by two dark lines running length­
wise which are intercepted by black inward protrusions 
facing each other. This shows the number of segments
separately/
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separately assayed. In these 1 milligramme dry weight 
is represented by 1 millimetre on the vertical axis which is 
recorded in the figures. The average total count per unit 
dry weight in milligrammes per unit time is shown by the 
width of the dotted region at the centre.
Leaf. The scale of the total dry weight of the leaves is 
reduced to half, so that 1 millimetre represents 2 milli­
grammes of dry weight. The specific activity is shown in 
the same way as in case of the stem.
Apical bud. Since it is clothed with young leaves, it is 
represented by small arcs on the three sides of it. The 
specific activity of the entire apical bud is shown in the 
stem region only.
Lateral bud. The specific activity and the dry weight of 
the buds are represented in the same way as in the stem, 
excepting in the case of the inhibited ones, in which 1 milli­
metre represents the dry weight in milligrammes/lO. These 
buds are marked with asterisks for their easy identification. 
In the case of the fully grown lateral shoot, the stem, leaf 
and its apical bud are shown in the same way as the main shoot
Section V/
Table 19 . >
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Treatment given to the plants grown 
in light and darkness. Dry weight, 
total counts/3 minutes, counts/unit 
weight in milligrams of the lateral 
buds.
L I G H T D A R K N E S S
Total Counts Total Counts
Treat­ Dry wt. counts per unit Dry wt. counts per unit
ment in mg. per wt. in in mg. per wt. in
3 mi JS mg. /3 rairis 3 mins mg./3 mins
1.3 8 6.15 1.2 1 0.83
1.2 15 12.5 1.9 2 1.05
Intact
0.6 10 16.67 2.3 10 4.35
1.5 5 3.33 1.0 3 3.0
17.4 175 10.06 8.6 . 124 14.42
De­ 15.7 86 5.48 1.4 38 27.14
capita­
ted 12.1 227 18.76 2.2 25 11.56
18.9 215 11.38 10.1 82 8,12
1.1 9 8.18 0.7 5 7.14
Decap. 0.5 4 8.0 0.3 3 10.0
’f
lAA. 0.8 1 lo25 2.0 2 1.0
1.0 1.6 1.6 0.6 4 6.6
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Table 11
Analysis of variance ^
of the total counts/3 mins. per unit wt. of the
lateral buds.
Source of Sum of D.P. 
variation square
M.S.V. P
Treatment
(TR) 311.7697 2 155.8848 5.58
Light
condition
(L)
not
2.7270 1 2.7270 0.1 significant
TR X L 139.8909 2 69.9454 2.51 not
significant
Residual 502.5952 18
(R)
27.9219
TOTAL 956.9828 23
Fig.8 Uptake of cotyledonary nutrients (uracil ) by the
plants under the three conditions of treatment.
(i) Intact control
(ii) Decapitated
(iii) Decapitated and lAA applied
Plants were treated with uracil on the
8th day and the plant parts were harvested on the 11th day
A. Plants grown in light.
B. Plants grown in darkness.
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Section VI. Discussion of the results_^
Prom the histograms in Pig.8 (1) it appears that the 
actively growing regions of the intact plants had more of 
labelled nutrients in comparison with the mature parts of 
the shoots. Possibly nutrient supply to any part stops 
v/hen growth ceases. Accumulation of nutrients below the 
apical regions in intact plants and the region of externally 
applied lAA in decapitated plants supports Went * s view (1936)
•^L.x G , m  y
that auxin attracts certain specific growth factors to the 
region of its production.
It was known from the previous experiments that there 
is expansion of sieve volume at the bud base of the intact 
plants and it further increases on decapitation. lAA stops 
it altogether. Such changes should be reflected in the 
transport of cotyledonary nutrients in to the buds and thus 
was checked by further analyses. The data given in 
table ,9 shows that the inhibited buds of the intact plants 
grown in light or darkness have almost equal growth, but 
the growth of the buds released by decapitation is greater 
in light than in darkness, which might be possibly due 
to the effect of supply of photosynthates.
On decapitation the average dry weight and average 
total radioactive/
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total radioactive content of the buds in light are much 
greater than the average dry weight and total count of the 
buds in darkness. From an inspection of table 10, it seems 
that increased uptake by buds on decapitation far exceeded 
the increased growth. This prompted a further check by 
analysis of variance of counts per milligramme dry weight 
of buds. This appears in table 11.
From the analysis of variance (Table 11) it is found 
that the overall effect of liÿit and dark condition on 
uptake per unit weight of buds is not significant. The 
treatment effect however is significant at less than level. 
From the table 10 it is seen that total uptake of 
labelled nutrients per unit v/eight is almost the same in 
intact and decapitated and lAA treated plants. Decapitation 
alone considerably increases the concentration, which means 
that decapitation promotes movement of uracil into 
lateral buds much more than it promotes lateral bud growth. 
This is a strong support for suggestion that apical buds 
(and IAA)act primarily by restricting nutrient transport 
into the lateral buds (suppression of si eve-tube development) 
and that release from inhibition follows as a result of 
augmented/
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augmented nutrient transport. Accelerated transport 
precedes the accelerated growth.
As growth of any part of the plant occurs by cell 
multiplication and subsequent expansion, it was thought 
desirable to examine these two processes taking place in the 
buds under the three conditions of treatment. Since pre­
liminary experiments (Chapter II) had shown that grov/th of 
the buds, once released, could not be reinhibited by lAA, it 
was important to determine at what stage in cell growth the 
inhibition was imposed and at what later stage it could not 
be reimposed. This necessitated the employment of cell 
counting technique to follow the growth of the buds.
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CHAPTER 3 > CELL DIVISION AND EXPANSION OP ÏHE BUDS
UimER THE TREATMENT.
Section I. Harvest of the buds.
For this experiment the plants were grown in the 
usual way and the treatment was given when the plants were 
4 days old This age of the plants was chosen, firstly 
to co-ordinate with the condition of the plants in the 
previous experiments and secondly to see the cell condition 
in the buds from the initiation stage. The harvest of the 
buds continued for a period of 5 days commencing from the 
day after treatment. One set of intact plants was kept as 
control, a second set was decapitated and treated with 
plain lanolin, and the third set was decapitated and treated 
with lAA.
The buds were cut at their bases with a fine scalpel 
whilst viewed under a binocular microscope. Care was taken 
not to include any stem tissues at all. After a clean cut 
the buds were rolled on filter paper to dry off any water 
sticking to them, after which their fresh weights were 
recorded. The buds were then dipped in boiling water 
for few seconds only, to kill the tissues which otherwise 
might have kept on growing in the enzymatic pectinase 
medium/
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medium. After the buds had been killed they were rolled 
on filter papers to dry off the water and then put into 
small vials containing a definite amount of macerating 
fluid. The proportion of the macerating fluid to the 
amount of tissues was extremely important. With smaller 
buds of the early age 1 millilitre of the macerating fluid 
was adequate but with increase in size of the buds, it was 
necessary to increase the quantity of the fluid.
Section II. Maceration technique.
The maceration technique suggested by Humphries and 
Wheeler (1939) iu connection with their leaf disks experi­
ments was followed. Information was gathered from their 
work that dilute chromic acid, pectinase or EDTA alone 
would not be suitable for complete separation of the cells 
and hence the macerating fluid was prepared according to 
their schedule. 100 millilitres of citrate buffer (pH5) 
was added to 8 grammes of commercial pectinase supplied by 
L. Light and Company Limited and filtered after standing 
for 15 minutes. Three parts of the enzyme solutions were 
added to 1 part of 0.0? Mobar EDTA (disodium salt) also 
dissolved in citrate buffer. Although the chelating 
action/
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action of EDTA is greater at a higher pH, it was still 
appreciable at pH 5» which is suitable for the action of 
the enzyme. The mixture was protected by toluene.
The buds were incubated in the macerating fluid for
a period of 3 days at a temperature of 28^C. After
incubation the buds and the macerating fluid contained in 
vials with tightly fitting plastic lids to stop evaopration 
of the liquid during incubation, were vigorously shaken 
by which means the parts of the buds were broken into small 
lumps of tissues. The fluid was drawn up by a pipette 
with a narrow jet and then squirted against the wall of the
vial. This was done several times to ensure complete
separation of the cells from each other. Throughout this 
process the fluid was regularly examined under a microscope 
determining whether or not the cells had reached a state of 
uniform distribution in the medium
Section III. Cell counting and results.
The counting of cells was done with the help of a 
haemocytometer slide. A drop of the fluid was taken from
the vials and placed on the slides with the cover slip
over it./
-Ho­
over it. The cover slip was pressed to expel the excess 
fluid from the counting region, so that the fixed quantity 
of fluid was contained therein. The cells were counted 
under a high magnification of (400 x). Such observations 
were extended for a period of five days from the day after 
treatment. The experiment was repeated once.
After the number of cells in each sample which had 
been taken on the slide was determined, the total number of 
cells present in the buds was calculated by simple 
proportion sum. This was convenient because a fixed 
quantity of fluid could be retained on the slide which 
gave the number of cells dispersed in it. For each day * s 
observation under each treatment 2 replicates were taken.
In each case 5 observations were made. The total number 
of cells observed in each bud has been coded and given in 
tables.
In table 19 the figures give the log total number of 
cells per bud x 10" . The buds were harvested from 
plants receiving 3 treatments mentioned as intact control, 
decapitated and decap. + lAA. For each treatment and 
each day’s observation the figures (l) and (2) in the 
tables refer to plant replicates and this gives the plant 
sampling/
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Table 3g-
Log total number of cells per bud x 10“^
A G E T R E A T M E N T S
Intact
Control Decapitated Decap. + lAA
Plant samples Plant samples Plant sampl
(1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2)
1.04 0.94 0,83 0.68 1.08 1.15
1.10 0.81 0.86 0.73 1.10 0.92
5 days 0.97 0.96 0.78 0.91 1.17 0.96
0.93 0.86 0.70 0.84 1.05 0,88
0.99 0.92 0.72 0.77 0.96 0.91
1.53 1.00 1.59 1.63 1.49 1,36
1.47 1.06 1,60 1.62 1.53 1.35
6 days 1.50 1,09 1,64 1,69 1.60 1.34
1,43 1.20 1.58 1,66 1.57 1,28
1.61 1.11 1.54 1.61 1.61 1,45
1.02 1,10 1.71 1.75 1.60 1.32
7 days 0.85 1.22 1.70 1.82 1.64 1.39
0.94 1.26 1.74 1.79 1.41 1.43
0.95 1.23 1,76 1,81 1.60 1.25
1.01 1.12 1.76 1.76 1.56 1.09
1.73 1.57 2.18 2.01 1.38 1.56
8 days 1.67 1,43 2.16 2.04 1.34 1.46
1.66 1.00 2.22 2.01 1.31 1.37
1.72 1.60 2.19 2.00 1.26 1.51
1.74 1.40 2.20 2.01 1.32 1.47
2.15 1.58 2,58 2,58 2.00 1.69
2.20 1.61 2,45 2,60 1.97 1,58
9 days 2.11 1.68 2.52 2.45 2.05 1,61
2.17 1.73 2.49 2.56 1.95 1.59
2.19 1.67 2.51 2.5? 2.01 1.66
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sampling variance in the final analyses. For each 
samples 5 countings were made and these five replicates 
per block are for samples of the same macerate. They 
include the sampling and counting variances. The 
analysis of variance in table 13 shows that the cell 
sampling variance is very small compared with the plant 
sampling variance. So cell sampling can be ignored in the 
final analysis. Thus the main factor variance is compared 
with the plant sampling variances in the determination of 
the *F* values. The variance ratio *F* is obtained by 
testing the variance of the main factor against the plant 
sampling variance. These values for each main factor are 
given in table 13. Probability for each *F* value has been 
recorded from the tables of 5 and 1 percents of variance 
ratio (F) distribution.
From the table 13 it is found that both time and 
treatment effects are very significant and also their inter­
actions. These effects are therefore plotted in Fig.9(i). 
In intact control plants there is a steady increase of cell 
division in buds. By decapitation a significant increase 
rate of division is observed. lAA treatment reduces the 
rate of cell division back to control level. From these 
observations/
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Table 13 .
Analysis of variance n
of the log total number of cells per bud x 10~®
Source of Sum of D.P, M.S.V. 
variation square
Treatment
(t ) 4.6458 2 2.3229 15.25 < 1^
Days
(d) 2 1 . 6 6 6 5 4 5.4166 35.57 < 1^
T X D 4.3388 8 0.5424 3.56 <5i>
Replica-
tion 2.2841 15 0.1523
(R)
Residual O.7OI9 120 O.OO58
TOTAL 33.6371 149 0.2258
N.B. •?> has been calculated from Replication 
variance, since the residual error merely 
gives the variance due to counting error.
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observations it was important to see what is happening 
to cell extension. This was to get a rough measure of 
this, by determining the weight per cell that is a measure 
of cell volume assuming that density does not change 
during expansion. The results are given in table 14 and 
the analysis of variance carried out in table 15. The 
analysis of the results of cell extension shows that only 
time effect is significant. There is no effect of treat­
ment on cell expansion. Hence it is concluded that the 
apical dominance effects are exerted on cell division stage 
of bud growth. In this the cell expansion is not involved.
In this experiment large variability of results 
were observed, which prompted for a repetition of the experi' 
ment. The results of cell division in the second experi­
ment are given in tables 16 and 17 and cell extension in 
tables 18 and 19. The results are shown in Pig.10 (i) 
and (ii).
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Table 14.
Mean weight of one cell in milligrams x 10^
A G E T R E A T M E N T S
Intact
5 days
6 days
7 days
8 days
9 days
Control Decapitated Decap• + lAA
Plant samples Plant samples Plant sample
(1) (2) (1 ) (2) (1) (2)
0.36 0.46 0.89 1.45 0.50 0,42
0.31 0.63 0.82 1.30 0.48 0.72
0.42 0.44 0.98 0.86 0,4l 0.66
0.47 0.56 1.21 1.01 0.53 0,78
0.4l 0.48 l,l4 1.19 0,66 0.74
0.38 1.00 0.89 l.l4 1.25 0.88
0.44 0.86 0.89 1.15 1.16 0.90
0.4l 0.81 0.79 0.98 0.99 0.91
0.48 0,63 0.93 1.04 1.05 1.06
0.32 0. 78 1.00 1.19 0.96 0.70
1.96 1,27 1.14 1.56 1.00 1,05
2.86 0.96 1,16 1.33 0.93 0.91
2.27 0.88 1.05 1.41 1.54 0,83
2.22 0.94 1.02 1.37 1.01 1.25
1.96 1.21 1.02 1.52 1.09 1.79
0.79 0.68 0.84 1.14 0.75 1.33
0.92 0.93 0.91 1,06 0.81 1,67
0.93 0.71 0.78 1,15 0.88 2.08
0.83 0,63 0.83 1.18 0.98 1.1(9
0.79 0.99 0,81 1,14 0.85 1.61
0.76 1* 06 1.08 1.32 1,01 0,92
0.67 0,99 1.43 1.27 1.1 1.19
0.83 0,83 1.24 1.79 0.92 1.1
0.73 0.75 1.32 1.41 l.l4 1.16
0.69 0.85 1.25 1,28 1.00 1,12
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Table 1 5-
Analysis of variance 
of mean weight of one cell in mg. x 1 0^
Source of Sum of D.F. M.S.V. F
variation square
Treatment
(T) 1.72 2 0.86 1.9
Days (D) 6.92 4 1.73 3.93 %
T X D 5.19 8 0.65 1.48
Replica­
tion (R) 6.6032 15 0.44
Residual 3.I9 120 0.0266
TOTAL 23.62 149 0.1585
Fig- 9 (i)
Graphs show the average number of cells per bud 
with increase of time after treatment. The log 
of average number of cells of five counts of two 
plant replicates is given*
Fig. 9 (11)
Graphs show the mean weight in milligrammes of 
one cell x lo5 with increase of time after 
treatment.
Open circle 
Cross
Intact control
Decanltated.
Kl- 
10
Closed
circle Decapitated + lAA.
First set of cell counting experiment.
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Table 16..
Log total number of cells per bud x 10“^
A G E  .t r e a t m e n t
Intact
Control Decapitated Decap. + lAA
Plant samples Plant samples Plant sampl
(1 ) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2)
0.80 0.96 0.89 0.82 0.98 1.01
0.66 0.95 0.91 0.83 0.96 0.98
5 days 0.89 1.00 0.93 0.88 1.02 0.90
0.86 0.96 1.00 0.90 0.89 0.93
0.94 1.04 0.88 0.79 1.01 1.09
1.14 1.13 1.33 1.26 1.07 1.02
1.19 l.l4 1.36 1.18 1.10 1.07
6 days 1.13 1.06 1.29 1.27 1.15 1,07
1.20 1.09 1.30 1.20 1.01 1.05
1.08 1.12 1.37 1.22 1.03 0.97
1.81 1.56 1.81 1.90 0.96 0.89
1.81 1.55 1.84 1.96 0.93 0.93
7 days 1.75 1.51 1.82 2.01 0.90 1.00
l.*6 1.53 1.82 1.91 0.85 0.90
1.74 1.50 1.98 1.98 0.95 0.91
1.87 1.74 2.22 2.05 0.59 0.74
1.81 1.72 2.29 2.10 0.60 0.74
8 days 1.90 1.70 2.29 2.04 0.72 0.60
1.82 1.90 2.22 2.13 0.70 0.59
1.88 1.69 2.28 2.11 0.65 0.58
1.91 1.73 2.38 2.18 1.66 1.64
1.88 1.80 2.37 2.15 1.67 1.50
9 days 1.91 1.76 2.40 2.20 1.68 1.54
1,88 1.78 2.42 2.16 1.70 1.56
1.90 1.74 2.41 2.18 1.69 1.55
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Table 17
Analysis of variance 
of log total number of cells per bud x 1 0“®
Source of Sum of D.F. M.S.V.
variation square
F.
Treatment
(T) 11.1481 5.5741 141.8346 <l®/i
Days
(D) 17.3744 4.3436 110.5242 <1^
T X D 9.2749 8 1.1594 29.5013 < 1%
Replication 0.5897 15 0.0393
Residual 0.3046 120 0.0023
TOTAL 38.6917 149 0.2397
N.B. has been calculated from Replication 
variance, since the residual error merely 
gives the variance due to counting error.
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Tabl_o_JLa
Mean weight of one cell in milligrams x 10^
A G E T R E A T M E N T S
Intact
Control Decapitated Decap. + lAA
Plant samples Plant samples Plant sampl<
(1) (2 ) (1 ) (2) (1) (2)
0.68 0.38 0.83 0.67 0.34 0.30
0.94 0.39 0.79 0.66 0.36 0.32
5 days 0.55 0.35 0.78 0.59 0.31 0.39
0.60 0.39 0.64 0.57 0.42 0.37
0.49 0.32 0.86 0.74 0.32 0.25
0.55 0.40 0.69 0.58 0.64 0.71
0.48 0.39 0.65 0.69 0.59 0.63
6 days 0.56 0.47 0.66 0.57 0.54 0.64
0.48 0.45 0.71 0.66 0.74 0.67
0.63 0.4l 0.63 0.63 0.69 0.80
0.36 0.73 1.64 0.77 0.50 0.45
0.36 0.77 1.54 0.68 0.54 0.42
7 days 0.42 0.83 1.59 0.61 0.56 0.35
0.40 0.79 1.59 0.76 0.63 0.44
0.43 0.87 1.10 0.65 0.51 0.43
0.50 0.56 1.21 1.35 0.89 0.75
0.57 0.59 1.03 1.22 0.88 0,78
8 days 0.46 0.60 1.04 1.24 0.67 1.05
0.56 0.38 1.19 1.16 0.70 1.09
0.47 0.62 1.05 1.19 0.79 1.11
0.72 0.76 1.82 1.4l 1.00 0,50
0.77 0.66 1.89 1.49 0.96 0.69
9 days 0.73 0.69 1.82 1.39 0.96 0.64
0.78 ; 0.67 1.70 1.47 0.91 0.60
0.75 0.74 1.72 1.39 0.94 0.63
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Table %'9
Analysis of varieunce 
of the mean weight of one cell in mg. x 10^
Source of Sum of p,p M.S.V. 
variation square
Treatment 6.76 2 3*38 I6.51
(T)
Days
(d) 5.16 4 1.29 6.30
T X D 3.18 8 0.3975 1.94
Replication
(R) 3.07 15 0.2047
Residual 10.12 120 0.8433
TOTAL 28.29 l49
Fij?._10 (i)
Graphs show the average number of cells per 
bud with increase of time after treatment. 
The log of average number of cells of five 
counts of two plant replicates is given.
Fig. 10 (ii)
Graphs show the mean weight in milligrammes 
of one cell x lo5 with increase of time 
after treatment.
Open circle - Intact control
Cross - Decapitated
Closed circle - Decapitated + lAA
Second set of cell counting experi- 
ments.
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Section IV. Discussion of the results
In both these experiments the effects of treatment 
and time and their interaction on cell divisions in buds were 
found to be significant Tables 15 and 17. These inter­
actions are drawn in Pig. 9 (i) and 10 (i) and are found to 
be fairly consistent. They show that cell division occurs 
in the buds of the intact plants. On decapitation the rate of 
division increases significantly. The difference in final 
log cell number between the two treatments is 0.5 to 0.8 
and thus the mean division rate if 3 to 5 times greater in 
decapitated than in intact plants. On application of lAA 
the division rate is inhibited. In the first experiment 
the division has not stopped altogether as it is not signifi­
cantly below the control rate. In the second experiment it 
falls below the control rate which suggests a marked 
suppression of the division. It is interesting that in lAA 
treated plants the suppression of cell division persisted 
up to the 8 th day but thereafter it started again. This is 
shown consistently in both the experiments.
A possible explanation of this could be that the effect 
of applied lAA disappears after certain period possibly 
owing to its metabolism after which cell division recommences 
When/
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When cell expansion was estimated by calculating 
the cell volume (as weight of bud/cell number), the results 
obtained were not so consistent. Prom the analysis of 
variance (Tables 15 and 19) it is found that the volume 
increase with time was significant at 5 per cent level in 
the first experiment whereas in the second experiment^ 
treatment and time effect were both significant at less than 
1% level. Prom Pig.9(14) and Pig. 10 (ii) the general trend 
of the expansion of cell in buds in all plants is similar 
excepting that in the first experiment the expansion of 
intact controls on the 7th day is enormous which was due 
to greater growth of one of the two replicates taken for 
that day*s observation. This is clearly due to a measure­
ment error and it is justified for exclusion. Otherwise the 
buds of the intact plants show little cell expansion. 
Decapitation occurs increased cell expansion in the buds 
observed in both the experiments, although it did not 
reach significant level in the first experiment. lAA has 
no effect on cell expansion in the first experiment but 
reduces it to the control level in the second experiment.
from the observation it is concluded that at an 
early stage of bud growth, cell division occurs in the buds 
of the intact plants with very little or no expansion. In 
the buds of the decapitated plants cell division and 
expansion/
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expenslon were both released, but the most marked effect 
was on cell division. Application of lAA suppresses 
this increased cell division. The inhibitory effect of 
lAA on cell expansion is small and inconsistent. Thus 
the effect of lAA is predominantly to prevent cell division 
in the buds. This strongly points to the conclusion that 
the apical dominance inhibitions are exerted at the cell 
division stage of bud growth and that the release of growth 
by decapitation is associated with increased meristematic 
activity. Effect of cell extension plays a small part in the 
phenomenon.
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Chapter 6. STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF KINETIN. GIBBEREI.T.TC
 ^-----  ACID AND MALBIC-HYDRAZIDE ON BUD GROWTH.
Section I. Introduction.
From the foregoing experiments it was found that 
apical dominance was exerted through the cell division phase 
of the buds. Decapitation released the buds from inhibition 
by rapidly increasing the rate of cell division in them. So 
it was thought desirable to look at the influence of the 
substances known to affect cell division on the bud growth 
under the experimental conditions. It has been found by 
Miller, Skoog, Saltza and Strong (l955) that kinetin (KN)
increased the rate of cell division in tobacco wound callus
tissues. Humphries and Wheeler (1960) have found that KN 
increases leaf expansion. So KN was tried to study its
effect on cell division of the buds.
Furthermore to elucidate the fact, gibberellic acid 
was used in the same way as kinetin. It has been found y 
Greulach and Haesloop (1958) that GA helps in cell divis' 
and elongation. Brian and Hemming (1955) have shown the 
shoot growth of the pea seedlings when treated with gibberellic 
acid. Brian and Hemming (1959) have shown that the total 
stem length of the main axis and branches of Cupid sweet p 
is increased/
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is increased by GA. They have also found that the increase
in leaf size is caused by GA.
As regards the action of maleic hydrazide (MH) it 
has been described as anti auxin by Leopold and Klein (1952), 
as a plant growth inhibitor by Zukel (1950), as a selective 
herbicide by Currier and Crafts (l950) and lastly as a suitable
substance for breaking apical dominance by Beach and Leopold
(1953).
From all these considerations experiments were set up 
to see whether substances like kinetin and gibberellic acid 
have any role in cell division in lateral buds leading to their 
release of inhibition from the apical buds. The investigation 
was extended to check the effect of maleic hydrazide in 
neutralising the action of auxin, consequently cancelling apical 
dominance.
Section II. Effect of different concentrations of kinetin
on the growth of the lateral buds.
An experiment was set up with 10 day-old seedlings in
which the lateral buds of the intact plants were treated with
Grent concentrations of KN solution. A wide range of
concentrations /
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concentrations being 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 5, 10, 50 and 100 milli­
grammes of KN per litre of 0. OOOl^L lissapol solution were used 
in the experiment. For the application of KN solution, the 
scale leaf at the axil of which the lateral bud was borne, was 
cut transversely at the middle, so that it formed a cup shaped 
structure standing addressed to the stem enclosing the bud with­
in it. 0.02 millilitre of KN solution was discharged into 
the cups so that the buds were completely bathed in the 
solution. The application was made at a fixed time once 
every day. Polythene tubes were used for the discharge of 
the liquids of various concentrations, so that the needle of 
the Agla syringe which was used for the purpose was not con­
taminated by KN at all. The length of the buds was measured 
every alternate day. The average log lengths of the buds 
with standard error are given in table VI(A)and the growth rate
Î-
is shown in Fig.11 (i).
The experimental results show that slight growth of 
the buds of the intact plants at a concentration of 50 and 
100 milligrammes of kinetin per litre. This growth could be 
mainly due to cell expansion caused by kinetin, but could not 
give a complete release of inhibition. In lower concentrations 
kinetin has no significant effect in bud growth. Thimann 
and Wick son/
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and Wick s on (1960) working on pea stem segment demonstrated 
a poor lAA uptake in the presence of kinetin. They suspected 
that kinetin antagonises au*in action on bud inhibition. 
According to them kinetin actively promotes growth of the buds 
under some conditions. This could have been checked by com­
paring the cell division and expansion in the buds of the 
intact plants growing under the influence of kinetin solution. 
From the results it cannot be said that kinetin antagonised the 
lAA action in the buds, since the maximum release of the growth 
of the buds was far too small in comparison with the release 
of growth of the buds under normal decapitated condition.
Section III. Effect of different concentrations of
Gibberellic acid (GA) on the growth of 
the lateral buds.
Just as was described in connection with kinetin, a 
wide range of concentrations of GA in lissapol solution was 
made being 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 5, 10, 50 and 100 milligrammes per 
litre. These solutions were applied to the first lateral buds 
of the intact plants of 10 days old with 10 plant replicates 
for each/
Fig.11 (i)
Effect of different concentrations of
kinetin on the growth of the lateral
buds.
A. Control
B. 0.1 mg, of KN per litre.
0 . 0.5 mg. of KN per litre.
D. 1.0 rag. of KN per litre.
E. 5 mg. of KN per litre.
P. 10 rag. of KN per litre.
G. 50 rag. of KN per litre.
H. 100 rag. of KN per litre.
The scale of the graph is 10 times 
greater than the scale used for other 
growth graphs.
Fig.11 (ii) Final growth of the buds at different
concentrations of KN.
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for each treatment. The buds were treated with 0.02 
millilitres of the solution once a day superficially on the 
buds situated at the axil of the scale leaf. The length 
of the buds was measured every other day. The treatment 
extended over a period of 12 days commencing from the time 
of treatment. The average log length of the buds is given 
in table Vn^^and the growth of the buds is shown in Fig. 12 (i), 
K It is seen that GA has very small effect on bud 
growth which is just on the significance level.
Section IV. Effect of interaction of KN and GA on the
growth of the lateral buds.
In this experiment 10 day-old seedlings were treated 
with KN first followed by GA. The lateral buds of the 
intact plants received 0.02 millilitre of KN of a concentra­
tion 30 milligrammes per litre. This concentration was 
chosen since it gave the maximum growth of the buds when 
applied to them in the experiment discussed in section I. 
This was followed in subsequent alternate days by the treat­
ment of GA of 1 milligramme per litre and 3 milligrammes per 
litre concentrations. The length of the buds was recorded 
on alternate/
Pig.12 (i)
Effect of different concentrations of
gibberellic acid on the growth of the buds.
A. 0.1 mg. of GA per litre
B. 0.5 mg. of GA per litre
C. 1.0 mg. of GA per litre
D. 5.0 mg. of GA per litre
E. 10.0 mg. of GA per litre
P. 50.0 mg. of GA per litre
The scale of the graph is 10 times greater 
than the scale used for other growth graphs.
(ii)
Pinal growth of the buds at different 
concentration of GA.
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Table 2 0
Effect of interaction of KN and GA on 
the growth of the lateral buds.
Treatment Regression
Coefficient
I A 1
A Control with water 0.013 t 0.004 0,57
B KN + 1 nig./Litre 0.02 ± 0.01 0.81
soln.of GA
C KN + 5 nig./Litre
soln.of GA 0.012 t 0.007 0.75
D KN alone 0.002 ± 0.005 0.80
F i g . ü
Effect of the interaction of KN and GA on
the growth of the lateral huds of the intact
plants.
A. Control.
B. KN once, subsequently GA of 1 mg./litre
C. KN once, ’* GA of 5 mg./litre
D. KN alone.
The scale of the graph is 10 times greater than 
the scale of other growth graphs.
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on alternate days. The results are given in tables 20 
and W E  (d) and Fig. I3 ( i ) .
By this treatment there was no release of 
inhibition of the lateral buds comparable with that by 
decapitation. By treating KN first and subsequently 
1 milligramme per litre of GA, the growth of the buds was 
slightly greater than the control. It was found that 
neither KN or GA or combination of the two can release 
inhibition due to apical bud. So it could be said that 
inhibition of the bud growth was not due to restriction of 
supply of KN or GA or perhaps by an inhibition of their 
action.
Section V. Uptake of nutrients by the lateral buds
when treated with KN or GA.
From the previous experiments it was found that KN 
and GA had little effect on the release of buds from 
inhibition. It was thought desirable to see if the effect 
of KN and GA is in any way correlated with nutrient move­
ment into the buds as tested by previous experiments with 
radioactive uracil.
Hence/
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Hence the lateral buds of the 10 day-old seedlings 
were treated with KN ^0 milligrammes per litre concentration 
in one set and another set was treated with 1 milligramme per 
litre GA once in each day extending for 4 days. At the 
beginning of the treatment the plants were treated with 
uracil on the cotyledons as in previous experiments. The
uptake of labelled nutrients by the buds under the influence 
of KN and GA was studied 4 days after the treatment. For 
each treatment 4 replicate plants were taken and their average 
dry weight, total count per 3 minutes and count per unit dry 
weight in milligreimmes is given in table 21. From the
observed results it appears that there is no significant 
difference in the uptake of nutrients by the buds under 
different treatments. KN or GA does not seem to have 
influenced the uptake of the nutrients.
/
Section VI. Effect of Maleic hydrazide on the growth
of the lateral buds when sprayed in 
solution on apical buds.
From the observations of the various workers it was 
gathered that maleic hydrazide (MH) releases the apical 
dominance by causing oxidation. of lAA,
This results/
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This results in loss of control of the apical bud over the 
lateral inhibition. To investigate the matter different 
c one entra ti ons o f MH, b eing 0. 05/i, 0 • l^ /i, 0 . 25/i, 0.4^, 0.5/i 
and 1^ 0 were used in the experiment.
MH solution in 0.0001% lissapol was sprayed uniformly
on the apical buds of the 10 day-old intact plants with the
help of an autoraiser. Spraying was continued until the 
solution was about to run down. When the apical buds were 
sprayed, care was taken not to contaminate any other part of 
the plants by covering them with thin sheets of polythene.
So in one set of plants only the apical buds received the MH 
treatment. The rate of growth of the lateral buds was 
measured every other day, at the same time the total growth 
of the main shoot was observed. The results are given in 
tables 2 2 and 23 . Pig.l4 shows the growth of the lateral
buds when the apical buds were treated with MH.
An inspection of the results suggests that by the 
application of MH on the apical buds, there is a progressive 
inhibition of the growth of the main shoot with an increase 
in the concentration. I^IH causes the release of inhibition 
of the lateral buds, but this could not be strictly 
correlated with the concentration of MH used. From Fig.l4 
it is found/
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Table 2.5.
Growth of the main shoot under the treatment 
of different concentrations of M.H.
Treatment
B
D
E
F
Height in cm 
at the 
beginning of 
the expt.
1 3 .5
1 0 .1 5
1 3 .0 3
14.74
1 3 .3 1
10.28
11,98
Height in cm. 
at
the end of the 
expt.
27.76
29.58
2 1 .3 9
2 1 .0 5
19.84
1 6 .8 8
/
16.42
Difference 
of 
height 
in cm.
14.26
1 9 .4 3
8 .3 6
6 .3 1
6.53
6 .6 0
5.44
Flg» lU
Effect of different concentrations of 
maleic hydrazide on the growth of the 
lateral buds when sprayed on the apical 
buds of the intact plants.
A. Distilled water.
B. 0.5^ MH.
C. 0.1^ MH.
D. 0 , 2 %  MH.
E. 0 , %  MH.
P. 0.5% MH.
G. MH.
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it is found that the optimum curve showing maximum effect of 
MH is at 0.1 to 0 . concentration. Hence from this it 
cannot be explained that the release of buds from inhibition 
is due simply to reduced competition by suppressing the 
growth of the stem. From the curves F and G of Fig.l4 it 
appears as if MH is having a direct inhibitory effect on the 
growth of the laterals.
Section VII. Effect of MH on the lateral buds when
sprayed on them after they are released 
from inhibition by decapitation.
It was known from the previous experiments that when 
Maleic hydrazide is sprayed on the apical buds the inhibition 
of the lateral buds is released. The most effective concentra­
tions were 0.1*;;^ , 0.25/* and of MH. It has been
suggested that ]>iH promotes lAA oxidation whereby its inliibi- 
tory capacity is destroyed. To investigate this possible 
MH and lAA interaction various types of experiments have been 
performed using î^JH alone and in combination with lAA.
Firstly decapitation experiments were set up in which 
the lateral buds of the decapitated plants were treated with 
the above mentioned/
-1 6 1 -
the above mentioned 3 concentrations of IŒ. So for this 
the plants were decapitated two days before the treatment.
MH was sprayed after the buds resumed their growth. Spraying 
of the solution was restricted to the lateral buds only, 
keeping the rest of the plant parts covered.
The results in table IX(A) and Pig. 15 show that MH has 
indeed a direct inhibitory action on the released growth of 
the lateral buds. This might be due to a suppression of 
auxin level in such growing buds, after the release of auxin 
synthesis as proposed by Thimann (1934). On the other hand 
it might be due to a suppression of cell division independent 
of auxin level, since as previously seen, release of 
inhibition is mainly release of cell multiplication in the 
early stage.
To check the possibility further experiments were 
carried out using combination of MH and lAA.
(i) Effect of 3 different concentrations of MH 
being O.lÿ,, 0.25/o and 0.4% on the 
growth of the lateral buds when sprayed 
on them.
Lateral buds of the decapitated plants 
were sprayed with
A. distilled water
B. 0.1% of MH.
C, 0.23% of MH.
D. 0.4% of MH.
(ii) Regression analyses
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Table 24 A
Effect of 3 different concentrations of MH 
being 0.1^ 0.25^ 0.4^ on the growth
of the lateral buds. Regression co­
efficient and the constant *A* are given.
Regression
Symbols Coefficient 'A’
A 0.0848 i 0.0048 1.4178
B 0.0558 i 0.0085 1.3236
0 0.0303 i 0.0094 1.2520
D 0.0227 t 0.0098 1.2830
—166-
Section VIII. Effect of mixture of lAA and IXiH in
lanolin paste, on the growth of the 
lateral buds when applied on the cut 
stems.
In a standard decapitation experiment lAA and MH 
were used in a mixture in lanolin paste. Tiie paste consisted 
of MH in two different concentrations, 0.25/o and Vfo mixed up 
thoroughly with O.l^b of lAA paste. A uniform layer of 
paste was applied on the cut surfaces of the decapitated 
plants. Renewal of the paste and the recording of the 
length of the buds was done every other day. The results 
are given in tables 24 and X(A)a.nd the growth curves 
regression analyses and the average dry weights are shown in 
Fig.16 (i) (ii) (iii).
From the *t* test it is evident that the difference
in the relative growth rate between the control and only
MH treated plants is not significant. There is a signifi­
cant effect of MH in inJriibiting the action of lAA, con­
sequently releasing the growth of the lateral buds.
Section IX, Effect of mixture of KN and MH on the growth
of the lateral buds.
In this experiment KN and MH were applied in a 
mixture in solution on the lateral buds of the intact plant 
to investigate the effect of interaction of these two 
substances on bud growth. The mixture of KN and I'iH 
solution/
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solution was made in such a proportion that 0.02 millilitres 
which was applied daily on the buds contained 1 microgramme 
of KN and 20 microgrammes of MH. This proportion was 
chosen because at this concentration of the substances, maxi 
mum effect was caused when applied separately. The 
solutions of KN, MH and the mixture were applied every day 
and the length of the buds was recorded every other day.
From this experiment it was gathered that the effect 
of KN on bud growth is diminished by addition of MH. While 
comparing the relative growth rate of the buds under the 3 
treatment, it does not appear to be significantly different 
from one another. So in any case of treatment there is no 
sign of release of the buds from inhibition.
The relative growth rate and the log length of the buds 
in millimetres is given in tables 25 and Xl(A).The growth 
of the buds is shoxvn in Fig. 1?.
Fig. 16 (i)
Effect of I'iH and mixture of MH and lAA in 
lanolin paste on the growth of the lateral 
buds when applied on the cut surface of the 
stem.
A. Decapitated control.
B. Oo of MH in lanolin paste.
C. O.l^ i lAA and MH in lanolin paste
D. 0.1*;^  lAA and 0.25/o MH in lanolin
paste.
E. O.l^o lAA in lanolin paste.
Fig. 16 (ii)
Regression analysis.
Fig. 16 (iii)
Average dry weight of the buds at the end of 
the experiment. The shaded tops of the 
histograms represent twice the standard error 
of the respective means.
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Table 2U.
Effect of the mixture of lAA and Î^IH in 
lanolin paste on the growth of the 
lateral buds. Regression coefficient 
and the constant *A* are given.
Treatment Regression
Coefficient
A Decapitated 0.109 - .005 0*83
B .25f® MH 0.095 - .006 0.89
C .l^ b lAA + If, 0.062 t 0.016 0.72
MH
D .1^ lAA + .25^ 0.042 - 0.006 0.58
MH
E .If, lAA 0.027 t 0.007 0.64
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Fig. 17
Effect of the mixture of KN and liH on the growth 
of the lateral bud of the intact plants when 
applied on the buds.
The growth of the buds in millimetres when 
treated ^vithr-
A. KN solution alone,
B. Mixture of KN and
C. MH solution alone.
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Table 2.5.
Sffect of mixture of KN and MH on the 
growth of the lateral buds. Regression 
coefficient and the constant are 
given.
Treatment Regression
Lateral buds Coefficient
of
intact plants 
treated with
A*
A. Kinetin solution 
(KN) 0.015 ± 0.007 0,80
B. KN + MH 0.008 - 0,005 0.70
“ S l S r S f  0.005 t 0.005 o.w
-176-
Section IX. Discussion of the results
From the study of the growth of buds of intact plants 
under the influence of kinetin and gibberellic acid, it was 
clear that KN at a concentration of 50 milligrammes/l was 
optimal for growth (Fig.11 (ii)). Gibberellic acid at a 
concentration of 1 milligramme/l was similarly optimal. But 
the growth caused in the lateral buds under the influence of 
these two substances is far less than the growth of the buds of 
decapitated plants. From the results obtained, it seems 
unlikely that lack of substances like KN and GA is directly 
involved in bud inhibition. Whether in the process of cell 
division of the normal decapitated plants KN and GA do parti­
cipate or not could have been varified by comparing the rate 
of cell division in buds under the influence of decapitation and 
application of these two substances. KN and GA did not seem 
to interact on bud growth. The uptake of cotyledonary 
nutrients by the lateral buds did not seem to be affected by 
KN or GA.
/
Obviously the role of KN and GA in inhibition phenomenon 
is hard to assess. From the study of the effect of maleic 
hydrazide on the growth of the lateral buds, it was observed 
that MH had a direct effect in inhibiting the growth of the 
main shoot. It released the lateral buds from inhibition 
caused by the apical buds./
—1V7—
buds. This might be due to the suppression of auxin pro­
duction by the apical buds thereby inhibitory action caused by 
such auxin is avoided. This effect of MH is further supported 
by its action in suppressing the growth of the lateral buds 
which were already released from inhibition. This means 
either a suppression of auxin level in the laterals or 
suppression of cell division in the buds independent of auxin.
Further checks now made in experiments with mixture 
of MH and lAA in lanolin paste applied to the cut surface of 
decapitated plants. When the relative growth rate or the 
regression coefficient is analysed and the interaction of MH 
and lAA is considered, it was found that MH alone causes 
slight, presumably just significant inhibition of bud release 
which supports the direct inhibitory action of MH noted before 
while lAA alone imposes a marked inhibition. The combination 
gives a significant reduction of lAA effect by ffi. It is 
found to cause the buds to grovf more than 5C^ faster when MH 
is added. Of the two concentrations^of MH used .1^ seems to 
be causing greater release of bud growth possibly due to having 
less complication of direct inhibition at this concentration.
The effect of interaction of KN and MH shows that 
when the mixture is applied on the lateral buds the relative 
growth rate is decreased as compared with the control.
Kinetin/
- 1 7 8 -
Kinetin probably Increased cell division in bud, but 
the presence of MH seems to oppose the effect of KN. 
Reduction of bud growth suggests a reduction in cell 
division by MH when applied in a mixture.
/
-1 7 9 -
CHAPTER 7 EFFECT OF TRIIQDOBENZQIC ACID ON THE
RELEASE OF THE INHIBITION OF THE LATERAL 
BUD.
Section I. Introduction and preliminary experiment
with triiodobenzoic acid to study its 
effect on bud growth.
It has been found by many workers that 2, 3 3 -  
triiodobenzoic acid (TIBA) interferes with the polar trans­
port of auxin. Niedergang Kamien and Skoog (1936 ) working 
on tobacco stem found that the principal effect of low TIBA 
concentrations is on the polarity of auxin transport. They 
supported the findings of Snyder (19^9) that when TIBA was 
applied in a ring round the stem of intact bean plants, 
it stimulated the growth of the axillary buds lying below 
the region of application. With decapitated plants, a 
marked stimulation of the axillary buds was observed by 
applying TIBA above them in a full ring round the stem or 
in a half ring. Kuse working on Ipomoea Batatas (1933 - 
195k and 1961) has proved beyond doubts that TIBA applied 
in lanolin in a ring round the petiole of a leaf pre­
vented the inhibition of the growth of the axillary buds 
caused by the leaf blade or lAA substituted for the leaf 
blade. TIBA was effective when applied between the bud 
and the source of inhibition. Hay (1956) has found that 
pretreatment/
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pre treatment of sections of bean stems with. 2.4-D or TIBA 
inliibited subsequent translocation of lAA. Gals ton (19^7) 
investigating the morphological responses of soybean to TIBA, 
found that it causes the loss of apical dominance which he 
thought to be due to auxin aberration in plants. He found 
in Avena test that TIBA, itself without auxin activity, 
antagonises and completely negates the effect of lAA.
As a possible explanation for the neutralisation of 
auxin action by TIBA Niedergang - Kami en and Skoog (1956) think 
that substances like 2.4-D, phenylacetic acid and phenylbuty- 
ric acid affect polar transport of auxin. 2.4-dinitrophenal 
having the same property, interferes with phosphate energy 
utilisation. So they believe that TIBA might be having 
same sort of property exhibiting similar mode of action.
Prom the consideration of all these facts, an experi­
ment was set up to investigate the possible blocking effect 
of TIBA in relation to the naturally occurring auxin and 
exogeneously applied auxin and their effect on apical 
dominance phenomenon.
8 sets of plants were used in the experiment with 
6 replicates. The treatments were given as follows.
1. Intact control plants./
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1. Intact control plants,
2. Decapitated, treated with 0.1^ lAA.
3. Intact plants with TIBA above the lateral 
buds in a ring round the stem.
4. Decapitated - Plain lanolin on the cut
surface.
5. Decapitated - lAA on the cut surface - 
TIBA above the lateral bud but below the 
lAA paste.
6. Decapitated - TIBA on the cut surface -
lAA above the bud in a ring but below the
TIBA paste.
7# Decapitated - TIBA on the cut surface.
8. Decapitated - TIBA in a ring below the cut
surface.
The concentration of TIBA in this experiment was Vjo w/w 
in lanolin paste. TIBA was dissolved in few drops of 
alcohol and stirred thoroughly with requisite amount of 
melted lanolin to make a homogeneous paste. The treatment 
was given to 6 day-old seedlings and the measurements of 
the lateral/
-182-
the lateral buds was done every other day. The 
experimental results are given in table 26 and the growth 
of the buds is shown in Fig.18.
Table Z6-
—183—
Effect of TIBA on the growth of the lateral 
buds when applied above the buds in a ring 
round the stem.
Average length of the buds of 6 plants in 
millimetres.
Age in days
Symbols Treatment 8 10 12 lA 16 (Final day)
Intact control 3.5 8.0 9.0 10 11.8 i 2.3
B Decapitated + 
lAA on cut 
surface
3.0 6.0 10.5 18 26.5 t 4.5
Intact + TIBA 
above the buds 
in a ring round 
the stem
7.0 17.0 26.0 56.0 8A.5+12.7
D Decapitated lA.O ^.0 AO.O Tf.O 119.5 i 10
E Decap. + lAA 
TIBA above the 
buds in a ring 
round the stem.
9 24 .0 44.5 77.0 120.5 i 21.6
F Decap. + TIBA 
I M  above the 
bud in a ring 
round the stem
11.0 23.0 44.5 74.0 127.5 ± 16.7
Decap.+ TIBA on
cut surface. lAD 26.0 35.0 7^.0 128.6+ 11.1
H Decap, 4- TIBA in
a ring round the gi.Q 142.5 ^ 6.7
stem
Fig. 18
Effect of TIBA on the growth of the
lateral buds.
A Intact control.
B. Decapitated f lAA on the cut surface.
C. Intact 4 TIBA above the buds in a
ring round the stem.
D. Decapitated.
E. Decapitated 4 lAA on the cut surface
4 TIBA above the buds in a ring 
round the stem.
F. Decapitated 4  TIBA on the cut surface
4 lAA above the buds in a ring
round the stem.
G. Decapitated 4 TIBA on the cut surface
H. Decapitated 4  TIBA in a ring round
the stem.
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When TIBA was applied in a ring round the stem of 
intact or lAA treated plants the release of the inhibition 
of the lateral buds was observed, supporting the findings 
of other workers discussed earlier. This supports the 
idea that TIBA blocks the transport of lAA, It does not 
itself have any significant growth promoting or inhibiting 
effect when applied on the cut surface or around the stem 
of the decapitated plants. All possible combinations of 
application of lAA and TIBA were tried to examine the effect 
of one over the other. There did not seem to be any 
significant effect on the bud growth. The intact or the 
lAA treated plants which normally suppress the bud growth, 
fail to do so on application of TIBA above the buds.
This experiment fails to support the diversion theory 
of Went (1936) in which he believes that for the growth of 
the laterals two specific growth factors other than auxin 
are necessary. One of these factors comes from,the root 
source and helps in cell elongation. The other causes 
the growth of the leaves and other organs, which could be 
nutrients. These substances are transported and directed 
to the apex of the intact plant which is believed to be 
the region of auxin production. On decapitation, auxin 
production/
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productlon ceases and thereafter the attraction of the 
other growth factor fails. These are then diverted to the 
lateral buds since the auxin production in them increases. 
As there is no evidence of these other factors from the 
roots being blocked by TIBA and it should be free to move
upward up to the apex, there is no reason why it should be
diverted to the lateral buds to cause growth there. The
possibility of such a diversion of growth factors by TIBA
has been tested by direct experiments using labelled uracil 
applied to the cotyledons as described in previous experi­
ments.
Section II/
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Section II. Study of the effect of TIBA on the supply
of cotyledonary nutrients to the lateral
buds.
From the previous experiment it was ascertained that
TIBA blocks lAA action resulting in the release of buds from
inhibition. So experiments were set up with 6 sets of
plants having 4 in each set, to check the effect of TIBA on
l4the translocation of cotyledonary nutrients. Uracil C 
was applied at the cotyledons of the plants in manner 
described earlier. The control sets of plants were treated 
with plain lanolin in the places of lAA or TIBA. Two sets 
of plants were left intact, one being kept as control, and 
the other treated with 1^ of TIBA in lanolin-r^paste in a ring 
round the stem above the first lateral buds counted from 
below. Two other sets of plants were decapitated, one was 
kept as control, and in the other sets^plants were treated 
with TIBA above the buds. In the last two sets, plants were 
decapitated and lAA was applied on the cut surface. One set 
was kept as control whereas the other set was treated with 
TIBA above the buds but below the lAA paste.
TIBA was applied in a ring of paste of 2 millimetres 
width round the stem of 10 day-old seedlings. The plants 
were left/
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were left for a period of two days for the uptake of 
cotyledonary nutrients. The plant parts were then harvested 
and assayed. The total counts per unit weight in milli­
grammes was calculated from the corrected count for every 
plant part and the histograms were drawn to show the amount 
of radioactivity per unit dry weight of the plant parts under 
different conditions of treatment. The results are shown in 
Fig. 19 (i) (ii) (iii).
From the results it appears that TIBA seems to have 
no effect on uracil movement in intact plants although
it slightly suppresses stem growth as shown in Fig.19 (i). 
From the Fig.19 (ii) it appears to have no effect on uracil 
movement into the buds released from inhibition due to 
decapitation. In control and lAA treated plants it seems to 
increase very greatly the uracil content of buds which it
has released from inhibition by the apical bud shown in 
Fig.19 (i) or by lAA shown in Fig.19 (iii). It could not 
be decided whether it was a matter of attraction of nutrients 
by the more rapidly growing buds. Hence it was tested by 
doing an analysis of variance on the counts per unit weight 
of the buds. Tlie results are shown in table 27 - 29. 
Analysis of/
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Table 2 8. Interaction of treatment and T I M condition.
Intact
control
Decapitated 
Decap. + lAA
Control
without
T I M
24.42
82.88
29.51
with
T I M
61.28
67.30
74 .84
Total
85.70
150.18
104.35
203.42 136.81 340.23
Table 2 9.
of the 
of the 
plants
Analysis of variance 
total counts per 3 mins per unit dry wt. in mgs 
buds when T I M  was applied above the buds of 
under the three conditions of treatment.
Source of 
variation
Sum of 
square D.P. M.S.V. P. P.
Treatment
(TR) 275.24 2 137.62 5.83 . 5^
T I M
condition
(T) 184.87 1 184.87 7 .83 dfo
TR X  T 272.16 2 136.08 5.77 5%
Residual 424.87 18 23.60
Total 1157.14 23
Fig. 19 (i)
The histograms show the distribution of 
cotyledonary nutrients mixed with Uracil cl^, 
in the main shoot of intact plants.
Pig. 19 (ii) Decapitated plants.
Pig. 19 (iii) Decapitated and lAA treated plants.
A. Control plants without TIBA.
B. TIBA applied above the buds in a ring 
round the stem. The position of TIBA 
application is shown by black patches 
on the lateral sides of the histograms.
The figures should be read according to the 
description given in section IV of Chapter 4 .
The inhibited buds are marked with asterisks 
whose dry weight in milligrammes / 10 is 
represented by 1 millimetre.
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Analysis of variance shows highly significant inter­
action of TIBA and treatment effects. Inspection of inter­
action in table g  confirms above conclusions that TIBA in 
simple decapitated plants has little significant effect on 
uracil content of bud per unit weight, but completely pre­
vents the actions of the apical bud or of lAA which suppress 
the movement thereby allowing a very considerable accumula­
tion.
Since these movements of uracil into bud are much 
greater than can be accounted for by growth itself, 
supports very strongly indeed the idea that apical dominance 
exerted via a nutrient transport system which has been postu­
lated by Van Overbeek (l93^) and. Gregory and Veale (1957)*
Section III. Effect of different concentrations of TIBA
on the growth of the lateral buds when applied 
above the buds or round the base of the buds.
The foregoing experiments supported the fact that lAA 
action is not in the bud itself but in the conducting tissues 
in the stem at the bud base. Since TIBA blocks auxin 
movement,/
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movement, it might be possible to block this further by 
two types of TIBA application. By applying TIBA in a 
ring round the stem above the bud as done before, the 
transport of lAA to the bud base is blocked. Secondly 
by applying TIBA in a ring around the base of bud, it would 
block the entry of lAA into the bud. So it would decide 
whether the lAA action is on the vascular supply in which 
case by the first method of application there will be 
release of inhibition and by the second method it should 
not release the buds from inhibition. It was decided by 
the following series of experiments.
Application technique -
The first method of application involved a ring 
of TIBA paste of 0.1% concentration round the stem, at the 
middle of second internode. The position of application 
was above the first lateral bud but below the second node. 
In case of the lAA treated plants the lAA paste application 
was above the TIBA region. The second method of TIBA 
application was at the base of the buds. The region of 
the stem bearing the bud was brought to a focus under a 
binocular microscope fixed by a universal joint to an 
adjustable/
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adjustable stand. The scale leaf was then cut at its base 
without injuring the bud, by means of a very fine sharp 
blade. When the bud was exposed a little paste was taken 
on the point of a very fine glass rod and was smeared on to 
the outerside of the base of the bud only as the other side 
of the bud was beyond convenient reach. So the point of 
application was a crescent shaped area right at the base of 
the bud. It needs mentioning in this connection that in 
the stem ring about 15 milligrammes of the TIBA paste was 
applied whereas in the bud base application only 0.5 milli­
grammes of the paste was used. In control plants only 
plain lanolin was applied. The measurement of the buds was 
recorded every other day for a period of 12 days, counting 
from the time of treatment. Application of TIBA in the 
manner described above was done to intact, decapitated and 
lAA treated plants with 10 replicates in each treatment.
Three different concentrations of TIBA - 0.5^, 0*25% and 
0.1^ were used in these different sets of experiments.
The results are given in table 30 to 33- Fig.20 (i)(ii)(iii), 
Pig.21 (i)(ii)(iii), Fig.22 (i)(ii)(iii), Pig.23 (i)(ii)(iii) 
show the general growth,/
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sliow the general growth, regression analyses and the 
average dry weight of the buds under the different experi 
mental conditions.
Pig.20. (i)
Effect of TIBA on the growth of the
lateral buds, when applied on the stem in 
ring above the buds and at the base of the 
buds.
A. Decapitated - TIBA above the bud.
B. Decap. + lAA , and TIBA above the bud.
C. Decapitated TIBA at the base of the bud.
D. Decap. + lAA, and TIBA at the base of the bui
Fig.2D (ii) Regression analysis.
Pife>.20.
(iii) Average dry weight of the buds at the end 
of the experiment. The shaded tops of 
the histograms represent twice the standard 
error of the respective means.
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Effect of of TIBA on the growth of
the lateral buds when applied on the stem 
above the bud in ring or at the base of the 
buds.
Treatment 
Decapitated plus
Regression , . ,
Coefficient
O^y/o TIBA above the 
bud.
0.12 Î 0.006 0 .9 2
B lAA on the cut sur­
face and 0.5% TIBA 
above the bud.
0.12 Î  0 .0 0 6 0.74
0.5^ TIBA at the 
base of the bud. 0 . 0 6 9 1 0 .0 0 8 0.83
D lAA on the cut sur­
face and O^y/o TIBA 
at the base of the 
bud.
0 .0 3 3  Î 0 .0 0 7  0 .6 9
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Fig.21 (i)
Effect of Q^zyjo of TIBA on the growth of the 
lateral buds when applied on the stem in ring 
above the bud and at the base of the bud.
A. Decapitated TIBA above the bud.
B . Decap. + lAA, and TIBA above the bud.
C. Decapitated TIBA at the base of the bud.
D . Decap. + lAA, and TIBA at the base of the
bud.
E. Intact plants, TIBA above the bud.
Fig.21 (ii) Regression analysis.
Fig.21 (iii)
Average dry weight of the buds at the end of 
the experiment. The shaded tops of thehisto 
grams represent twice the standard error of 
the respective means.
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Table 31.
Effect of 0*25^ of TIBA on the growth of 
the lateral buds when applied on the stem 
above the buds in ring or at the base of the 
buds.
Treatment Regression
Decapitated plus Coefficient
TIBA above the bud 0.124 ± 0.00? O.96
B ______ lAA, TIBA above the
bud 0.11 t 0.01 0.63
TIBA at the base of
the bud 0.066 t 0.008 0.?2
D   lAA - TIBA at the
base of the bud 0.029 t 0.008 0.55
E Intact, TIBA above the
bud 0.068 I 0.012 0.67
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Fig.22 (i)
Effect of 0.1% of TIBA on the growth of the 
lateral buds when applied on the stem in ring 
above the bud and at the base of the bud.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
Decapitated 
Decap. + lAA, 
Decapitated 
Decap. 4* lAA, 
Intact,
TIBA above the bud.
TIBA above the bud.
TIBA at the base of the bud 
TIBA at the base of the bud 
TIBA above the bud
Fig. 22 (ii) Regression analyses
Fig. 22
Average diy weight of the buds at the end of 
the experiment. The shaded tops of the 
histograms represent twice the standard error 
of the respective means.
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Table 32.
Effect of 0.1^ of TIBA on the growth of the 
lateral buds when applied on the stem above 
the buds in ring or at the base of the buds.
Treatment Regression
Decapitated plus Coefficient I A t
TIBA above the bud 0.133 t 0.004 O.96
B _____  lAA., TIBA above the
bud 0.122 + 0.005 0.89
TIBA at the base of
the bud. 0.099 t 0.005 0.91
D   lAA, TIBA at the base
of the bud. 0.019 t 0.005 0.10
E Intact, TIBA above the
bud. 0.07 t 0.014 0.82
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Fig- 23 (i)
Effect of 0*1^ of TIBA on the growth of the 
buds when applied at the bases of the buds of 
the plants under the three conditions of treat­
ments,
A. Intact, TIBA at the base of the buds.
B# Decapitated, TIBA at the base of the bud
C. Decap. + lAA, TIBA at the base of the bud.
D, Intact, lanolin at the base of the bud.
Fig.23 (ii) Regression analyses.
Fig. 23 Average dry weight of the buds at the end
of the experiment. The shaded tops of the 
histograms represent twice the standard 
error of the respective means.
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Table 33,.
Effect of 0.1% of TIBA on the growth of 
the lateral buds, when applied at the base 
of the buds of the plants under the three 
conditions of treatment.
Regression
Treatment Coefficient 'A*
A Intact, TIBA at the 0.01 0.003 0.53
base of the 
bud
B Decapitated, TIBA at
the base of
the bud. 0.04 0.01 O.83
C Decapitated, lAA, TIBA
at the base of 0,017 0.01 O.8I
the bud.
D Intact, Plain lanolin
at the base of /O.01 O.OO7 O.65
the bud.
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The plan of these experiments was such that it has been 
possible to malce ananalysis of variance of the regression 
coefficient (mean relative growth rates) of the various groups 
of lateral buds subjected to the two types of TIBA treatment 
both with or without lAA application at the cut stem apex.
This analysis is set out completely in tables 3 4 to 35* The 
final table shows that the main concentration effect is not 
significant and neither are its interactions with TIBA position 
or lAA application. The only clearly significant effects are 
the effects of TIBA position and of lAA treatment. Their 
interaction variance is significant at less than 3% point. 
Consequently this interaction is plotted graphically in 
Fig.24 where the least significant differences between the 
four means is also drawn.
Pip:. 24.
Figure shows the relative growth rate 
(regression coefficient) of the lateral buds of 
decapitated control and decapitated plus lAA 
treated plants, when TIBA is applied above the 
buds in a ring round the stem and at the base of 
the buds.
The range of relative growth rate of the 
buds of decapitated plants treated with plain 
lanolin and 0.1% lAA in lanolin paste is given. 
This is obtained from the results of growth 
experiments of chapter 2.
FIG.24
RANGE FOP D E C A P IT A T E D  PLAN TS+PL AIN  L A N O L I N .
TIBA ABOVE  
THE BUDS
O'
0 3 TIBA A T  THE 
BUD b a s e .♦ -RANGE FOR D E C A P IT A T E D -  
PL A N T S  + -I7.I A A ..02
•O I
WITHOUT
lAA
w i t h
I AA
Table 5U Regression coefficient (relative growth rate)
of the lateral buds under the following treatments.
TIBA TIBA TIBA
conc. above the bud at bud base
Decap. Decap + lAA Decap. Decap + lAA
0 . ^ 0.120 0.120 0.069 0.033 (n = 1)
0.25^ 0.124 0.110 0.066 0.029 (n = 1)
0 .1^ 0.133 0.122 0.099 0.019 (n = 1)
0 .1% (0.133) (0 .122) 0.044 0.017 (n = 1)
0 .1% 0.266 0.244 0.143 0.036 (n = 2)
Table 35 Analysis of variance 
of the relative growth rate of the lateral buds 
when TIBA was applied above the buds and at bud 
base.
Source of 
variation
Position
(p)
lAA treat­
ment ( I )
TIBA
concentration
(C)
P
P
X
X
I
C
Residual
Residual 
4- non­
significant 
items
Sum of 
square
0.0231
0.00291
O.OOOOlil
0.001306
0.000186
0.000144
0.001569
0.00194
D.P.
1
1
1
2
2
4
10
M.S.V.
0.0231
0.00291
0.000020
'0.00131
0.000093
0.000072
0.000392
p
58.93
7.42
p.
<3fo
not
signifi
cant
7.68 <
not
signifi
cant
not
signifi
cant
—222-»
Section IV, Discus si on of the results
From the experiments wL th TIBA, It was proved beyond 
doubts that transKkcatlon of lAA is blocked by the application 
of TIBA above the buds in a ring round the stem. The 
result of the analysis of variance of the relative growth 
rate of the lateral buds after application of three different 
concentrations of TIBA in a ring on the stem and at the bud 
base shOlived that the concentration effect was not significant. 
But the effects of the position of TIBA application and of 
application of lAA were highly significant. The effect of 
interaction of these two are also significant (see Pig.24).
The results show that TIBA applied above the buds in a ring 
round the stem released the growth of the lateral buds in 
intact plants but has no effect on the lateral buds released 
from inhibition by decapitation (Pig.24). By similar 
application, TIBA completely prevents the inhibitory action 
of lAA when applied after decapitation on the cut surface.
Both these effects occur equally at"" all the three concentra­
tions used. TIBA at the base of the buds has a direct effect 
on bud growth at all concentrations. The relative growth 
rate is reduced by about 38 per cent inhich is highly signifi­
cant. The nature of this direct effect of TIBA on bud 
growth/
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growth could not be decided from the data aval lable,whether 
growth was retarded by TIBA antagonising the action of auxin 
produced in the lateral buds or by toxic effect of TIBA 
unrelated to auxin.
IfVhen TIBA is applied at the base of the buds, it does 
not prevent the inhibitory action of lAA, whereas when applied 
above the buds in a ring round the stem, the inhibitory action 
of lAA is preventedA lAA inhibition of bud growth when TIBA 
is applied at the bud base is similar to that when TIBA is 
not present. If TIBA prevents lAA transport into the lateral 
buds, this strongly supports the suggestion that lAA action 
is not in the bud but in the stem chiefly at the base of the 
buds into which movement of lAA from the apex is not pre­
vented by this treatment. This strongly supports the 
contention of Van Overbeek that lAA action is in the stem but 
not in the buds.
Examining the movement of cotyledonary nutrients to
the lateral buds, it was seen that more of nutrients was
/
transported to the lateral buds of the intact plants treated 
with TIBA as compared with the control. There was no marked 
difference in the nutrient movement into the buds of the 
decapitated plants with or without TIBA. In lAA treated 
plants considerable accumulation occurred in the lateral buds 
of the plants/
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of the plants having TIBA ring above the buds. This is 
very clear that when the inhibitory action of apical bud or 
applied lAA is prevented by TIBA more nutrient transport 
occurs Wiich supports the ideas of Gregory and Veale that 
lAA causes a poor vascular connection to the buds leading to 
a poor nutrient supply, resulting in inhibition of bud growth. 
These experiments confirm the earlier ones of Chapter 4 
that the increased flow of nutrients occasioned by all these 
treatments exceeds the Increased bud growth, implying that 
the growth may be caused by the increased flow.
The main difficulties in these blocking e^qperiments 
is that it has not been ascertained whether TIBA can prevent 
acropetal movement of lAA into the buds even though it can 
prevent the basipetal movement of lAA in the stem. To 
check this point experiments were carried out on the movement 
of lAA labelled with into the lateral buds in relation 
to similar experimental treatments.
-2 2 5 -
GHAPTSR 8. 3XPERIMENTS 'fflTH lAA LABELLED 1.VITH
Section I. Introduction.
Prom the previous experiments with TIBA, it was possible 
to block the transport of lAA by applying TIBA above the buds 
in a ring round the stem. By this it could not be varified 
whether inhibitors coming from the root source are involved 
in bud inhibition. As it was necessary to check the movement 
of lAA in the stem and into buds, it was thought necessary to 
examine the auxin action with lAA labelled in carboxyl group.
It was available by the conversion of radioactive IAN to lAA 
by hydrolysing the substance. The hydrolysis was carried out 
in alkaline medium subjecting the radioactive IAh to heat in 
hot water bath. To find the right condition for such hydroly­
sis different concentrations of NaOH and different time periods 
were tried. The one found suitable was accepted for final 
hydrolysis of the radioactive IAh. Furthermore the exact 
nature of the hydrolysed products was examined by chromato­
graphic technique. This was again supported by experiments 
in which the responses of bud growth to the hydrolysed products 
was tested. It was made certain that the radioactive lAA 
obtained from radioactive IAH and used in subsequent experiments 
was lAA. So accordingly experiments were done to find out the 
exact condition of hydrolysis of lAh to lAA.
—226-
Section II. Conversion of IAN to lAA by hydrolysis.
Ten milligrammes of non-radioactive indole aceto
nitrile (IAN) was weighed in a hard glass test-tube and then
dissolved in 10 millilitres of NaOH. The IAN went into
solution by slightly warming. Three such samples were made
to find the time required for complete hydrolysis. The
three test-tubes containing IAN solution were kept in a
boiling water bath for 30 minutes, 45 minutes and 1 hour
respectively.
After the periods allowed for hydrolysis were over
the tubes were taken out of the water bath and the inner
walls of the test-tubes were carefully washed in distilled
water. The pH of the solution was then brought down to 3
by adding the necessary amount of N P04 . The
10
solution was then shaken thoroughly for a period of 15 
minutes with 15 millilitres of peroxide free ether. It was 
done 4 times to ensure complete transfer of lAA to ether 
medium. The ether extracts were made up to 100 millilitres 
Chromatography
From the ether extract 0.1 millilitre containing 
10 microgrammes of lAA (obtained by the hydrolysis of IAN) 
was spotted/
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was spotted on the chromatography paper, "Whatman No.l, 
with two marker spots of the same amount of plain lAA and 
IAN. This was run in a solvent of isopropanol, ammonia 
and water in a proportion (75 mis., 5 mis., and 20 mis.) 
for l4 hours. "When the solvent front moved to 25 centi­
metres, the paper was taken out, dried and sprayed with 
Ehrlich solution containing nitric acid, acetone and sodium 
nitrite (concentrated HNO^ 5 volumes acetone 44 volume and 
1 volume of 5^ » sodium nitrite in water added last).
Substances
chromatographed
IAN
lAA
30 mins hydrolysis 
product of IAN
45 mins. hydrolysis 
product of IAN
1 hour hydrolysis 
product of IAN
Colour reaction 
with Ehrlich Rf
Brown 0.87
Pink 0.47
Pinlc with brownish
tinge. 0.48
Pink 0*47
Pink 0.45
From the colour reaction and the Rf values obtained in the 
experiment/
— 228—
experiment, it was found desirable to choose 45 minutes 
of hydrolysis of IAN for its complete conversion to lAA.
The total ether extract was dried under vacuum. The 
lAA obtained from IAN was dissolved in a few drops of fresh 
ether, then the contents were transferred to a clean 
crucible. Here the ether was again dried off, and the sub­
stances were dissolved in few drops of ethyl alcohol. This 
was then stirred with 10 grammes of anhydrous lanolin to 
make a homogenous paste. By this means 0.1^ paste was made 
of lAA obtained by hydrolysis of IAN. Control experiments 
were set up by treating the plants wi th paste of the same 
concentration of normal lAA and IAN.
The treatment was given to 10 day-old seedlings 
in the manner described before. The results are given 
in tables 56 and XVI(A) and shown in Pig.25 (i), (ii) and
(ill).
Fig.25 (i)
Effect of normal lAA, IAN and lAA obtained 
by the hydrolysis of IAN for 30 mins., 45 mins, 
and 1 hour respectively on the growth of the 
lateral buds when applied in O.l^o lanolin paste 
to 10 day-old seedlings of Vicia faba.
A. Decapitated and treated with IAN.
B. ” " " lAA - 45 mins. of
hydrolysis
C. " " " lAA - 30 mins. of
hydrolysis
D. '* *' ’* lAA - 30 mins. of
hydrolysis
E. " " " lAA - 1 hour of
hydrolysis
Fig. 25 (ii) Regression analyses.
Fig. 25 (iii)
Average dzy weight of the buds at the end 
of the experiment. The shaded tops of the 
histograms suggest twice the standard errors of 
the respective means.
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Table 36
Regression analysis of the log length 
of the buds when the plants were treated 
with lAA, IAN and IAN hydrolysed for 
different time period.
Treatment Regression
Decapitation Coefficient *A*
IAN 0.10 ± 0.004 1.12
B   IAN  -  45 m ins.
h y d ro ly s e d  O .O I5 ÎO .O O 6  0,53
0 lAA 0.026 ± 0.007 0.45
D   IAN - 30 mins.
hydrolysed O.O3I -0,007 0.50
E   IAN - 1 hour
hydrolysed 0,017- 0.012 O.5O
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From the results of the bud growth, it was found 
that IAN does not inhibit the growth of >the lateral buds. 
When IAN was hydrolysed for 30 minutes, 43 minutes and 
for 1 hour and the hydrolysis produces were applied on the 
cut surfaces of the stems the growth of the buds was 
inhibited. IAN hydrolysed for 43 minutes, when applied 
to plants exhibited inhibition of buds very near to the 
inhibition caused by lAA. So the length of time chosen 
for the hydrolysis of IAN for subsequent conversion of the 
labelled IAN was 43 minutes.
—235-
Section III. Hydrolysis of radioactive IAN to lAA.
The radioactive IAN was obtained from Amersham,
England in vacuum sealed glass ampules containing 1.34 milli­
grammes of the material with a total activity of o.l millicurie. 
Since the material was too small in quantity and was difficult 
to handle safely during hydrolysis, it was necessary to dilute 
it with non-radioactive IAN. Furthermore with this amount of 
radioactive IAN hardly 1.34 grammes of paste could have been 
made of a concentration of 0.1^ as desired for the experiments. 
In this case the amount of paste normally applied to the 
plants would have had a vexy high activity. Normally the 
decapitated plants were treated with about 20 milligrammes of 
the lanolin paste uniformly spread on the cut surface. Con­
sidering all these facts 1.34 milligrammes of radioactive IAN 
was made up to 10 milligrammes with plain IAN.
Dilution - 10 milligreanmes of plain IAN was weighed and 
dissolved in 10 millilitres of N. NaOH. From this 1.34 
millilitres was discarded and the same quantity of fresh 
NaOH was added to it. So that the 10 millilitres of NaOH 
contained 8.66 milligrammes of plain IAN. By means of a 
fine/
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fine pipette this solution was now transferred in portions 
of about 1 millilitre to the ampule containing the radio­
active IAN. The bottom of the ampule was thoroughly 
scratched with the tip of the pipette. The alkaline 
solution along with the radioactive IAN was now transferred 
to a hard glass test-tube, in which the hydrolysis was to be 
carried out. Complete transfer of the radioactive lAI'f from 
the ampule to the test-tube was ensured by washing the inner 
side of the ampule 8 to 10 times with the plain IAN solution. 
It was then kept in a warm water bath for few minutes when 
the radioactive IAN dissolved.
Hydrolysis - The hard glass test-tube containing the solution 
of the mixture of plain and radioactive IAN was kept in a 
boiling water bath for a period of 45 minutes as this was 
found from the previous experiments to be suitable for the 
hydrolysis. The procedure described before was used for 
the hydrolysis of the radioactive IAN.
After the hydrolysis was over, the pH of the solution 
was brought doTm to 3 and then the products of hydrolysis 
were extracted with peroxide free ether. The volume of 
ether was made up to 100 millilitres. The ether extract 
was dried under vacuum and then redissolved in ether, the 
inner wall/
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inner wall of the test-tube being washed a few times with 
fresh ether before the contents were transferred to a clean 
crucible. There the ether was evaporated and the solid lAA 
was dissolved in a few drops of ethyl alcohol before a homo­
geneous mixture in lanolin paste was made as described in 
chapter 2.
From the 100 millilitres of ether in which the lAA 0^^ 
was extracted 0.1 millilitres was spotted on to a chromato­
graphy paper, along with two marker spots, each having the 
same quantity of material as the lAA . One marker spot
was plain lAA dissolved in water and extracted with ether, the 
other one was plain IAN hydrolysed in the same way for 45 
minutes and then extracted with ether.
In descending chromatography all the 3 spots ran the 
same distance with almost the same Rf when they were made to 
run in isopropanol, ammonia and water. The same pink colour 
reaction was given by the 3 spots when the dried paper was 
sprayed with Ehrlich reagent.
Autoradiography
The chromatography paper having the spots of lAA 
with the two marker spots of IAN and lAA was placed in contact 
with an/
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with. an X-ray film. Even though it was known from the
colour and Rf. that normal lAA and lAA obtained from
radioactive IAN were both similar, yet to check the complete 
conversion the chromatography paper was kept in contact with 
the film being separated by a thin sheet of polythene to avoid 
chemical fogging. After a week the film was developed and 
examined. The black spot which appeared on the film as an
impression of the lAA was compact and with the same Rf.
as the marker. There was no tailing which suggested that 
there was complete conversion of IAN to lAA without any 
portion being left over unhydrolysed. So the total amount 
obtained in this way was lAA which was used in subsequent
experiments.
The necessary checking had to be done to ensure a 
complete treinsfer of the radioactive substance to ether. So 
out of the 10 ml. of the solution, which was shaken with ether, 
0.1 ml was dried in a planchet and the count rate was 
recorded, from which the total amount of radioactive sub­
stance left over was determined.
0.1 ml. of the solution/
-239-
0.1 ml. of the solution gave 1©5 counts per second.
10 mis. of the solition gave 130 c.p.s.
From the 100 mis. of ether extract 0.1 ml. was 
dried and assayed.
0.1 ml. of the ether extract gave 4l7 c.p.s.
100 mis.of the ether extract gave 417000 c.p.s.
So only 0.04^ was left unextracted, which is quite 
a negligible amount.
Total activity of 1.34 mgs. of IAN was 0.1 me.
or 3.7 X 10^ disintegration per second.
Total observed c.p.s. was 417000.
So roughly 1^ th of the tdal activity of the sample
9
could be recorded. The loss was due to the geometry, 
thickness of the window and other factors involved in 
counting.
100 mis./
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100 rais, of the ether extract contained 10 mgs. of lAA 
0.1 ml. of the ether extract will contain 10 JUg. of lAA 
10 JUg. gave 23000 c.p.m. 
as 10 mg. of lAA. was mixed with 10 gms. of lanolin.
So 10 mgs. of paste would contain 10 JUg.
Since every plant was treated with 20 mgs. of the paste 
So 20 mgs. would contain 20 JUgs. of lAA 0^^
20 JLIg. would give 3000 c.p.m.
But in actual practice 20 mgs. of paste having 
20 /Igs. of lAA gave 2284 c.p.m. which suggests that
1 rd of the total counts could be observed, and the rest
23
was absorbed in lanolin, even though the paste was melted 
and spread uniformly on the planchet before assay.
So from the 20 JUgs. of lAA 0^^ applied to each 
plant in paste a large amount was suspected to have been 
retained by lanolin and little migrated in to the plant 
body.
Section IV. /
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Section IV. Comparison of the effect of plain lAA and
lAA obtained from plain IAN and radio-
active IAN by their hydrolysis for 43 minutes 
on the growth of the buds when TIBA was applied 
above the buds in one group of plants and at 
the bud base in another.
From the control experiments it was proved beyond 
doubt that the hydrolysed products of IAN whether plain or 
radioactive had the properties similar to lAA used in earlier 
experiments as regards the inhibition of bud.
So an experiment was set up to see the effect of plain lAA 
and lAA 0^^ on the growth of the lateral buds when TIBA was 
applied to one group of plants above the buds and another at 
the base of the buds. Application of lAA and TIBA was done 
when the decapitated seedlings were 10 days old. The O.lfo 
TIBA paste was applied once only but the lAA paste was 
renewed every other day. The length of the buds was 
recorded in millimetres and presented in Fig. 26 (i), (ii) 
and (iii).
The results are given in tables 57 and XVII (A)
From the results it is quite clear that the release of 
inhibition is caused by the application of TIBA above the 
buds but there was not much difference between the usual 
inhibition and the inhibition caused even when TIBA was at 
the base of the buds.
Fig. 26 (i)
Effect of plain and radioactive lAA. on the growth 
of the lateral huds when applied on the cut surface of the 
decapitated plants with TIBA above the huds in a ring round 
the stem and at the hase of the huds.
A. Decapitated plain lAA, TIBA ahove the huds.
B. ___  lAA TIBA ahove the huds.
C.   plain lAA, TIBA at the hase of
huds.
D.    lAA TIBA at the hase of
huds.
Fig. 26 (ii) Regression analysis.
Fig. 26 (iii)
Average dry weight of the huds at the end of the
experiment. The shaded tops of the histograms represent
twice the standard error of the respective means.
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Table *^7 •
Regression analysis of the log length of 
the buds when the plants were treated with 
plain and radioactive lAA on top and TIBA 
above the buds and at the base of the buds.
Treatment Regression
Decapitated analysis I A I
A _____  Plain lAA. 0.113 - 0.006 0,93
TIBA above 
the buds.
B lAA 0^^
TIBA above 0.121 I 0.006 0.8?
the buds.
C _ Plain lAA.
TIBA at the
base of the 0.018 t 0.00? 0.65
buds
D ______  lAA
TIBA at the
base of the 0.024 t 0.007 0.60
buds /
-24s
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Section V. Distribution pattern of lAA under the
influence of TIBA wben it was applied above 
the buds and at the base of the buds.
For this experiment 10 day-old seedlings were 
decapitated and treated with lAA on the cut surface.
Approximately equal amounts of lAA in lanolin paste in
O.iy© concentration were applied to each plant. To one set 
of plants 0. l^ u TIBA in lanolin paste was applied above the 
buds in a ring, to another set of plants it was applied at 
the base of the buds, and the third set was kept as a control 
without TIBA. The plants were left for a period of 48 hours 
from the time of treatment, after which the first harvest of 
the plant parts was made and the paste of the plants which 
were left over for the next harvest was renewed at the same 
time. After another 48 hours the second harvest was done.
For each observation replicates of 3 plants were talc en. The 
plant parts were cut, dried, weighed, macerated and assayed 
by the method described earlier in chapter 4. The counts 
per minute per unit dry weight in milligrammes were determined 
from the corrected count which was obtained from the observed 
count being corrected for the background and for self 
absorption. While harvesting the plant parts a thin slice 
of the stem/
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of the stem tissues having the applied paste was removed, 
to avoid further contamination. The average count of 3 
plants per minute per unit dry weight in milligrammes is given
in table and the histograms of Pig.27a .
From the experimental results it was found that when 
TIBA was applied above the buds in a ring round the stems, 
there was a greater accumulation of radioactivity in the 
segment above the TIBA ring. Below this region amount of 
radioactivity was far too small. A comparison between the 
control plants sind the ones treated with TIBA in a ring suggests 
that at 48 hours ringing caused an extra accumulation of 3^*1
counts per minute per unit dry weight in milligrammes of the
stem segment above the ring and a reduction of 18.13 counts 
per minute below the ring. Since the total counts per minute 
in the lowermost 5 segments of the control plants is 34.58» 
this represents an inhibition of lAA transport of about 48
per cent. By applying TIBA at the base of the buds there
/
does not seem to be a significant difference in lAA transport 
in the stem. Tlie total amount of radioactivity detected in 
the 5 segments of the control plants is 34.58 counts per 
minute whereas in the comparable 5 segments of the plants 
treated/
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Table 58 Distribution pattern of lAA under the influence
of TIBA when it was applied above the buds and at the 
base of the buds. Counts per minute per unit dry 
weight in milligrammes.
A B
Without 
Plant TIBA 
parts Harvested 
after
TIBA at 
bud base 
Harvested 
after
TIBA above 
the buds 
Harvested 
after
Différai ce 
between 
A %nd c
2 days 4 days 2 days 4 days 2 days 4 day s after 4 days
Si 32.94 61.76 40.09 101.33 68.9 97.86 36.1
Sg 7.47 12.11 13.60 16.93 4.7 7.55 4.56
Lb 1.11 4.30 5.43 5.18 0.52 1.63 2.67
ss 7.11 9 . 0 0 5.96 5.26 2.67 3.71 5.29
S4 3.86 4.65 4.56 3.60 1.42 1.64 3 .01
85 1.92 2.96 2,16 1.70 0.90 1.15 1.81
Se 1.67 1.56 1.40 1.05 0.61 0.77 .79
SI
sz
53
54 
S5'
S 6
j p ~
13
L
I  A A ~ C  14 
1
—TIBA
S4
Fig. 27 a (i)
The histograms show the dlstrlhiition of lAA 0^ ^- 
in the stem and buds, two days after the application of 
0.1% of lAA in lanolin paste on the cut surface of 
the stem.
Fipc. 27 a (ii)
Pour days after the application of liiA
A. TIBA above the buds in a ring round the stem.
B. TIBA at the base of the buds.
C. Control without TIBA.
The position of TIBA application is shov/n by 
black patches on the lateral sides of the 
histograms.
The figures should be read according to the 
description given in Section IV of Chapter 4, 
excepting that the width of the histograms 
measures k and 5 centimetres, instead of 
2 centimetres.
The inhibited buds are marked with asterisks 
whose dry weight in milligrammes/10 is 
represented by 1 millimetre.
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treated with TIBA at the base of the buds is 33.72 counts per 
minute.
Since lAA and TIBA were both applied at one time, it 
was suspected that TIBA being applied on epidermis, might have 
talc en a longer time to penetrate into the stem tissues than 
lAA being on cut and exposed tissues and thus might
explain the fact that lAA transport inhibition was not complete. 
So in the next experiment TIBA was applied 24 hours before the 
application of lAA to ensure complete penetration before
the beginning of the transport experiment.
Section VI. To study the entry of 1 ^  in to the buds
when TIBA was applied 24 hours prior to the 
application of lAA .
Three sets of plants were used for this experiment. 
0.17© TIBA was applied in the usual manner above the buds, in 
a ring round the stem in one set and at the base of the buds 
of the second set of plants. ^The third set of plants was 
kept as control. Treatment of TIBA was given to 9 day old 
seedlings. After the lapse of 24 hours the plants were 
decapitated just below the second node and applied with 0.1^ 
of lAA in lanolin paste uniformly on the cut surface. The
control/
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control set of plants received only lAA treatment. Plant
parts were harvested on alternate days extended for a period 
of 6 days from the time of treatment. Renewal of the paste 
was done twice only on alternate days. The plant parts 
harvested in this experiment consisted chiefly of the lateral 
bud and one centimetre long stem segment opposite to it from 
every plant. For each day * s harvest there were 3 plant 
replicates. The buds and the stem segments were separately 
dried, macerated and assayed for their radioactive content.
The dry weight, total count per 9 minutes and count per unit 
dry weight in milligrammes were estimated. From the counts 
per unit dry weight of the buds and stem segments an analysis 
of variance was done to find out the effect of treatment and 
days in tye uptalee of radioactive substance by the buds and 
the stem segment opposite to the buds, S3 of the previous 
experiment corresponds to the stem segment of this experiment. 
The complete analysis of variance of the count rate of unit 
weight in milligramme of stem segments in unit time of 3 
minutes is given in tables 39» "4 0 and 41 and that of the 
lateral buds in tables 42, 43 and 44 The results of the effect 
of interaction of treatment and days on the content of radio­
activity in the stem segment is shown in Fig.27b (i) and that 
of the lateral bud in Fig.27b (ii).
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Table 39.
Count p e r  3 m in u tes  p e r  u n i t  dry w e ig h t (m ill ig ra m m e s ) 
o f  th e  stem o p p o s ite  th e  bud.
Tim e o f  
h a r v e s t
W ith o u t
TIBA a t
TIBA  
; bud base
TIBA  
above th e bud
2 days
6 lo 6
55.5
6 7 .0
85.4
3 4 .4
6 5 .1
2 9 .0
5 6 .9
6 3 .3
121.1
1 5 .6
1 7 .1
2 0 .5
2 7 .5
1 2 .1
k days
95.4
9 3 .4
1 3 7 .6  
1 0 9 .2
108.6
1 3 4 .7  
1 5 4 .1
212.4
1 4 9 .8  
1 2 3 .0
2 6 .1
5 8 .2  
4l . O  
5 5 .4
4 5 .3
6 days
1 8 9 .6
1 9 4 .2
1 5 3 .4
118.5 
1 7 8 .1
1 1 7 .9
9 3 .4
144.8
1 2 3 .8  
1 5 7 .4
44.0 
46.5
7 5 .1
5 4 .0
4 2 .7
T a b le  4G
In t e r a c t io n o f  tre a tm e n t and days
W ith o u t
TIBA
TIBA TIBA  
a t  bud base  ^ above th e  buds T o ta l
2 days 304 335 93 732
k days 544 774 226 1544
6 days 834 637 262 1733
1682 1746 581 4009
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Table 41
Analysis of variance 
of the count per 3 mlns per unit dry wt. (mg.) 
of the stem opposite the buds.
Source of 
variation
Sum of
sq. D.F, M. S. V. P. P.
Treatment
(TH) 57190 28595 51.8
Days
(D) 37717 I8 8 5 6  3 4 .1 6
TR X D 13809 3452 6 .2 5  C l%
Residual 19865 36 552
Total 128577 44
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Table 42
Count p e r  3 m in u tes  p e r  u n i t  d ry  w e ig h t (m illig ra m m e s )  
o f  th e  l a t e r a l  buds.
Tim e o f W ith o u t TIBA TIBA
h a rv e  s t TIBA a t  bud base above th e
0 1 6 .6 7 0
2 days 0 1 1 .2 5 0
7 .5 0 0
0
2 6 .6 7
2 0 .0
5 .4 5
0
2 9 .3 3 3 3 .7 5 4 .1 7
2 3 .0 3 4 5 .4 5 1 2 .5 4
4 days 6 5 .7 1 7 4 .0 0 1 0 .0 0
3 7 .3 3 1 0 1 .4 2 6 .9 0
57.00 7 .5 0 4 .2 9
114.55 3 7 .6 9 4 .4 7
6 days 1 6 0 .0 0 4 9 .2 3 1 6 .3 5
1 3 8 .4 6 1 1 8 .9 2 2 8 .9 0
1 3 4 .0 0 8 8 .5 7 28.00
7 7 .7 8 64.40 28.20
T a b le  43
2 days  
4 days  
6 days
In t e r a c t io n  o f  tre a tm e n t and days
n = 5
W ith o u t
TIBA
34.2
212.4
624.8
TIBA  
a t  bud base
53.5
262.1
358.8
TIBA  
above th e  bud 
0
37.9
103.9
T o ta l
87.7
512.4
1089.5
871.4 674.4 143.8 1 6 8 9 .6
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Table 4 4
Analysis of varieince. 
of the counts per 3 mlns per unit dry wt. (mg.) 
of the lateral buds.
Source of Sum of
variation sq, D.F. M. S. V. F P
Treatment
(TR) 18883.27 2 9441.64 21.24 < 1 ^
Days
(d) 33711.50 2 16855.75 37.92 -Cvi»
TR X D 13887,53 4 3471.88 7.81
Residual 16000.35 36 444.45
Total 82482.65 44
/
Pig. 27b (i)
The graphs show the total counts per 3 
minutes per unit dry weight in milligrammes of 
1 centimetre long stem segments opposite the buds 
of 5 plant replicates when decapitated and treated 
with lAA on the cut surface. TIBA applica­
tion was done above the buds in a ring round the 
stem and at the base of the buds.
Pig. 27b (ii)
The graphs show the total counts per 3 
minutes per unit dry weight in milligrammes of 
the lateral buds of 5 plant replicates when de­
capitated and treated with lAA on the cut 
surface, TIBA application was done above the 
buds in a ring round the stem and at the base of 
the buds.
-aso-
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Section VII. Discussion of the results
The pattern lAA distribution in the plant as 
shown in Pig.27a (i) and (ii) shows that lAA accumulates 
in considerable quantities in the stem region opposite the 
buds in control plants as Well as the ones treated with TIBA 
at the base of the buds. When lAA transport is blocked by 
TIBA on the stem comparatively smaller quantities are 
detected in the vicinity of buds. It was found that on the 
bud the concentration of lAA increased linearly with time.
Even after six days the concentration in the buds never i
reached the level of that in the stem segments. Prom the 
total counts recorded per unit dry we i ^ t  of the stem and bud, 
it was noticed that in the plants which were treated with 
TIBA in a ring, the inhibition of transport to the stem segment 
was about 70^ and to the buds 85^. The plants which were 
treated with TIBA at the base of the buds did not show any 
significant reduction of the accujiiulation of radioactivity 
in stem segments or in buds for the first four days, but 
on the sixth day there is a fall in the radioactivity in thô 
atom aagments. In the buds the concentration has sliÿitly 
increased, but not up to the control level shown in 
Pig.27b Çi) (ii). This shows that lAA transport is 
efficiently blOcked by a TIBA stem ring, and reaches the 
stem/
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stem portion at the base of the buds in much smaller 
quantities.
However the application of TIBA at the base of the 
lateral bud did not seem in any way to inhibit the transport 
of radioactive substances into the bud. This means that 
we cannot, as was hoped from the growth effects of such 
treatments (see Chapter 7), use this technique to discriminate 
against the direct action theory of Thimann. It is still 
possible that the continued inhibition of bud growth when 
TIBA is placed in a ring round its base is due to lAA which 
seems to be able to move acropetally into the bud past such 
a ring. It is however possible, as suggested by Snow*s 
theory and Libberts’ observations that the inhibition moving 
up into the bud past the TIBA ring is not lAA, but a complex 
unit or other substance, e.g. an unsaturated lactone 
from the roots (see Libbert 1954 - 1955, a and b) . To 
check this a chromatographic study ha s been made of stem and 
bud extracts to identify the nature of the radioactive 
components.
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Chapter 9 . EXTRACTION OF lAA FROM THE TREATED
PLANT PARTS AND THEIR IDENTIFICATION.
Introduction -
By radioactive assay technique it was shown that 
inhibition of the lateral buds was correlated with the 
accumulation of the radioactivity in the buds as well as the 
stem segments, opposite to them. Tliis did not give any 
clue to whether the substance detected in the plant parts 
was the original lAA or whether it was a product of its 
metabolism. There is plenty of evidence of lAA metabolism 
in plcints and the indirect auxin action theory of Snow (1937) 
suggests that auxin causes growth in the stem and in return 
produces inhibitors which entering into the buds cause 
inhibition. Investigations of Bennet-Clark and Kefford 
(1953)» Hemberg (19^9 Tl) have proved the presence of 
inhibitors in the plant tissues and Hemberg (19^9 b ) has 
shown the presence of inhibitors in the inactive buds.
Libbert (1954) suggests that the roots provide certain 
substances which act as inhibitors of bud growth. According 
to him the correlative inhibition is intensified by the 
supply of inhibitors or precursors of inhibitors by the 
roots.
So/
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So in consideration of these facts the radioactive substances 
detected in plant parts could not be assumed to be lAA 
without properly analysing its properties. So obviously the 
next step in such an enquiry was to extract the radioactive 
substance from the plant parts and identify it with the help 
of paper chromatography.
Section I. Treatment and harvest of plants.
For the extraction of the radioactive substance from 
the plant parts, 10 day-old seedlings were decapitated and 
treated with lAA and left for a period of 2 days when the
first harvest was made. ^ The renewal of the paste was com­
pletely avoided because of the fear that the freshly applied 
lAA might interfere with the substance gone into the
tissues from the previously applied paste and complicate 
the detection of the properties of the substance. Two more 
harvests were made on successive alternate days. For every 
collection 50 treated plants were taken. The used pastes 
from the top of the plants were collected by cutting a thin 
slice of the stem. By this the contamination of the plant 
parts by the paste during the time of harvest was avoided.
For the collection of the radioactive substance from the 
plants/
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plants, two regions on the stem were chosen. The first one 
was 1 centimetre long stem segment below the lAA paste. The 
second piece was 1 centimetre long segment opposite to the 
buds having half centimetre of stem material on either side 
of it. The lateral buds were harvested separately. The 
choice of the stem segments was made owing to the reason 
that maximum quantity of radioactive substance resides in 
the stem below the lAA paste. So that the extraction of 
the substance was thought to be easier, and the amount would 
be ample for chromatography. Since this segment lies below 
the paste, the nature of the substance at the vicinity of 
the source, from which the subsequent distribution of it to 
other parts occurs, could be traced out. The second segment 
was chosen from opposite the buds because this was the source 
from which the radioactive substance was supplied to the buds 
Lastly the buds were analysed because they were the centre 
of the whole investigation. The extraction was made from 
comparable parts of ^0 plants taken together. Subsequently 
the first stem segment below the paste will be referred to 
as "Si" and the second segment opposite the buds as "S^".
The fresh weights of the plant parts were taken after 
which they were kept in methanol at a temperature of -18°C 
until the extraction was done.
Section II.
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Section II, Method of extraction.
The stem pieces were macerated in methanol with a 
clean pestle and mortar. This was then centrifuged, the 
clear methanol was decanted to a flask. The macerated 
tissues were dried and their total radioactive content was 
determined. It was found that a third of the total radio­
active substance could not be recovered from the tissues.
The clear methanol was dried off in a vacuum and then the 
substance left over after this was dissolved in 15 millilitres 
of distilled water. The pH of this was brought down to 
3 with H^PO^. This was shaken for 15 minutes with each of 
four, 15 millilitres of peroxide free ether. The ether thus 
collected was reduced to 1 millilitre. From this 0.01 
millilitre was dried and its radioactive content was estimated. 
The count rate did not appear to be significantly different 
from the back ground. The ether soluble fraction of the 
radioactive substance seemed tq^be quite small.
A few drops of the water soluble fraction was dried 
in a planchet and its radioactive content was estimated. A 
significantly high count rate was observed which led' to 
the belief that a large quantity of the radioactive substance 
is retained in the water medium. The water soluble fraction 
was reduced/
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was reduced to about 2 millilitres under pressure, and kept 
in vials at a temperature of -18^C. "When brought back to 
room temperature the frozen extract melted forming a clear 
layer of liquid over a crystalline precipitate. This was 
then gently shaken with 1 millilitre of acetonitrile (CH^CN) 
a few times to extract the radioactive substance from the 
water as well as the precipitate. Water being miscible with 
acetonitrile the whole content was transferred to acetonitrile 
water medium. This extract was collected in a flask. On 
examining the precipitate no radioactivity could be detected.
The acetonitrile - water soluble fraction was then 
made semidry in a vacuum, and the flask in which drying was 
carried out was washed with about 1 millilitre of fresh 
acetonitrile. By this means a few drops of a brown viscous
substance was left behind while the clear acetonitrile was
pipetted out from the flask to a clean vial.
Extraction of lAA from the lanolin paste.
To have the marker spots for the chromatograms about
0«5 grammes of the unused lanolin paste from the stock was
shaken with a few millilitres of hexane in which the lanolin 
dissolved. lAA was recovered from it by shaking it with
acetonitrile. It was then freed from lanolin by shaking a 
few more times/
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few more times with, hexane. By this means the total amount 
of lAA could be taken out from the paste, into the
acetonitrile medium and preserved for a long time. In the 
same way the lAA from the used paste which was removed
from the stem with a thin slice at the 2nd and 3rd haarvest, 
was extracted with acetonitrile.
Section III. Identification of the radioactive substance.
Chromatography — The ether soluble fraction and the water 
soluble fraction talcen in CH3CN obtained from the pigmented 
methanol and the macerated tissues of the stem segments below 
the paste and the stem segment opposite the buds, were spotted 
on chromatography paper washed in solvent with marker spots 
of lAA extracted from the unused paste. These spots
were run in descending chromatography in an isopropanol and 
water solvent (8:2) for Ik hours. After the paper was dry, 
it was sprayed with Ehrlich solution (l gm. of 
P-dimethylaminobenzaldehyde dissolved in ^0 mis. of ethanol 
and 59 mis. of concentrated hydrochloric acid).
Autoradiography . - The chromatography paper with the spots 
of both the stem segments were wrapped with thin sheets of 
polythene and then was kept in close contact Tvlth X-ray films. 
The films/
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T3rie films were exposed for 7 - 10 days and then developed. 
Black spots appeared on the film which showed the place of 
location of the radioactive substance. The Rf values are 
given in table 45 and autoradiographs are shown in Fig.28.
It is seen from the chromatograms that most of the 
radioactivity was in the water soluble fraction and was 
insoluble in ether. The Rf of the extracted substance does 
not correspond to lAA as it runs much more slowly in compari­
son with the marker spot. This suggests that the mixture 
does not contain lAA. But since the marker spot was of 
lAA in pure acetonitrile and the radioactive substance
of the stem extract was mixed up with various other substances 
such as pigments and other cell contents, it was suspected 
that these substances might have slowed down the movement of 
the spots on paper. To clarify this point lAA was added
to stem extract of the untreated stem segments and spotted 
on the chromatography paper. It was placed in contact with 
an X-ray film and developed, which is shown in Fig.30.
Further, the radioactive substance from the used lanolin 
paste collected from the stem tops along with a thin slice 
of the stem, was extracted with acetonitrile. It was 
spotted/
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A plan of extraction of radioactive substance from the plant parts of
the first harvest.
Plant parts harvested 
(50 stem segments)
Introduced into methanol
Pigmented methanol 
extracted
Macerated in fresh methanol
Centrifuged - clear methanol
Methanol evaporated
Residue dissolved in distilled 
water - pH^ with 
shaken with ether.
Ether evaporated 
to 1 ml. spotted 
in
chromatogram.
Water
Evaporated to 1 ml. frozen 
in low tlmp.
ffliaken with CH^CN
Evaporated to semidry 
condition
Y/ashed in 1 ml. of CH3CN 
spotted in chromatogram.
Fig. 28.
Autoradiograph of the chromatogram having the marker 
lAA in acetonitrile and extract of the stem 
segments helow the paste.
A. Ether soluble fraction of macerated stem extract.
B. Water soluble fraction in acetonitrile, of the 
macerated stem extract. Rf 19
25.2
C. Marker lAA in acetonitrile Rf. 22
D. Water soluble fraction in acetonitrile of the 
pigmented methanol extract Rf, 19 .0
2775
E. Ether soluble fraction of the pigmented methanol 
extract. Rf. 16 and 21 .2
2 7 .5 27 .5
The dark line near the lower edge is the starting
line of the chromatograms.
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A B D
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Table 4 5»
The colour and Rf of the spots of the chromatograms of the extracts of 
and Sg of the first harvest.
Extract Rf
S>| A. CH3CN 0.27
(Y/ater soluble o.J^ 2 
fraction of O .69
the pigmented 
methanol)
B. CH3CN 0.25
(Water soluble o.A3 
fraction of q
the macerated 
stem tissues)
A. Ether
soluble 0.26
fraction 0.58
B. Ether 
soluble
fraction x
Marker spot
of lAA 0.79
Colour reaction 
with Ehrlich re­
agent .
Purple pink
Yellow 
Pinlc orange
Purple pink 
Y ellow 
Pink orange
Purple pink 
No colour
X
Blue purple
Rf of the spots of 
the radioactive sub­
stance which appeared 
in autoradiographs.
0.69
0.68
0.58
X
0.79
A. CH3CN
B. CH3CN
A. Ether
B, Ether 
Marker
0.28 Purple pink
O.lfl Yellow
0.67 Pink orange
0.27 Purple pink
0.42 Yellow
0,66 Pink orange
X  X
X X
0.76 Blue purple
Methods of extraction from S1 and $2 &re identical.
51
52
Stem segments below the paste. 
Stem segments opposite the buds.
0.67
0.66
X
X
0.76
PlK.29
Autoradiographs of the chromatograms having the 
marker lAA C^h  in acetonitrile and extract of the 
stem segment opposite the hud.
A. Ether soluble fraction of macerated 
stem extract. Rf 0
277U
B. Water soluble fraction in acetonitrile 
of macerated stem extract. Rf 18
27.3
C. Marker lAA in acetonitrile. Rf 20 .5
27
D. Water soluble fraction in acetonitrile 
of the pigmented methanol extract.Rf 18
27
E. Ether soluble fraction of the pigmented 
methanol extract. Rf 0
27
The dark line near the lower edge is the starting
line of the chromatograms.
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FIG. 2 9
A
Fig. 50.
Autoradiographs of the chromatograms having the 
lAA in ether, acetonitrile and lAA G^ "^  In 
acetonitrile mixed with untreated plain plant 
extract.
A. lAA G^ '^  in acetonitrile - Rf.
mixed with plain stem extract - 19.5
26.3
Bo lAA in acetonitrile. Rf. 19.5 (Marker)
26.2
C. lAA in ether. Rf. 20.7 (Marker) 
26
The dark line near the lower edge is the Parting
line of the chromatograms.
F I G  3 0
-3 7 g -
B
F i g . 51
Autoradiographs of the chromatograms having the 
spots of lAA in ether, acetonitrile extracted 
from unused paste and lAA extracted from the
used paste left over on the cut surface of the stems
A. lAA extracted from unused paste taken 
in acetonitrile. Rf. 20.4
24
B. lAA 0^4 extracted from unused past^, taken 
in ether. Rf. 20.5
2 ^
C. lAA extracted from the used paste left
over on the cut surface of the stems 
of the second harvest i.e. four days 
after the treatment. Rf. 20
24
The dark line near the lower edge is the starting 
line of the chromatograms.
-2SO-
FIG.31
B
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spot ted on paper and the chromatograms were made to n m  in 
isopropanol and water solvent. This solvent was used for 
all the chromatograms. The spots are shown in Pig.31 
where it will be seen that other materials in the extract 
had no effect on the Rf of lAA confirming the suggestion 
above that the radioactive material in the extract was not 
lAA.
Section IV. Bioassay.
When it was ascertained through chromatography that 
the radioactive substance extracted from the stem segments 
was of different nature from the lAA initially used in
the paste, attempts were made to test the growth promoting 
properties of the extracts by bioassay using the method of 
Nitsch and Ni'tfehes (195^)*
Tlie ether and acetonitrile extracts of the plant parts 
of the second harvest, that is 4 days after the treatment, 
were put on 4 centimetre wide chromatography paper strips, 
and they were made to run in the same way in isopropanol and 
water solvent. After the solvent front ran for 20 to 25 
centimetres the paper strips were dried and cut longitudinally 
into 2 halves. One half of 2 centimetre wide paper was 
used for bioassay and the other half was sprayed with 
Ehrlich reagent/
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Ehrlich. reagent and placed in contact with X-ray films 
to find out the Rf of the radioactive substance.
The bioassay was done by the method prescribed by 
Nitsch and Nitsch (1956). The paper strips were cut
into 20 equal parts and each part was cut transversely 
into small pieces which were collected in clean glass vials. 
To each of the vials 1 millilitre of citrate buffer, having 
a composition of citric acid monohydrate (1.019 gms /l), 
K2HPO4 (1.794 gms./l) and sucrose (30 gms./l) (pH 5*0) was 
added. The vials were numbered as per the number of the
segments counted from the start to the finish of the 
solvent run. According to the procedure of Nitsch and 
Nitsch (1956) oat seeds variety Victory 1 were soalced in tap 
water for two hours in dark and grown in total darkness 
at a temperature of
/
of/
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of 25°C with about 85^  relative humidity on moist sand 
beds for ?2 hours. The subsequent manipulations were 
performed in green light. From the 12 - 15 millimetre 
long first intemode of the seedlings 3 millimetre long 
segments were cut, 2 millimetres below the node. The 
segments were kept and washed for 1 hour in distilled 
water before distribution on to the vials. In each vial 
there were 5 segment replicates. These vials were kept 
rocking for 20 hours in complete darkness on a shaicing 
machine. At the end of this period the coleoptile segments 
were re-measured by printing shadowgraphs of the segments 
enlarged by 4 times the normal size. In the control set 
2 millimetre broad solvent washed paper was used in vials 
along with the usual amount of buffer in them. The 
growth of the mesocotyl segments was expressed as percent 
increase from the control. The results are plotted in
histograms where the fiducial limits of the assay calculated
/
from the means of the 10 control samples are also drawn in.
For the autoradiographs since space could not be 
provided in one film the chromatogram strips were divided 
into two equal halves. The lower halves which had the 
starting/
P i £ ^
Autoradiograph of the extracts of the two stem 
segments below the paste and opposite the buds, 
h days after the treatment with lAA C ^ .
Am Ether soluble fraction of the stem
segments opposite the buds.
B. Water soluble fraction extracted in
acetonitrile of the stem segments 
opposite the buds.
C. Ether soluble fraction of the stem
segment below the paste.
D. Water soluble fraction extracted in
acetonitrile of the stem segments 
below the paste.
E. lAA control.
'2iS-
FIG.32
B D
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starting line were placed in contact with, a film whereas 
the other halves were exposed to another film. The 
lower halves gave no radioactive impression at all which 
means complete absence of any radioactivity. Tlie upper 
halves gave the dark impressions which are shown in Fig.3^
Fig.33
Chromatograms (isopropanol and water 
solvent) of water-soluble and ether-soluble 
fractions of radioactive substance extracted 
from fifty comparable stem segments, one centi­
metre long below the paste and opposite the 
lateral buds harvested four days after the 
treatment of radioactive lAA on the cut ;§ur- 
face of stems, assayed by Avena mesocotyl test 
The parallel lines indicate control means and 
y/o fiducial limits of assay respectively.
The dotted area shows the Rf of the 
radioactive substance present in the chroma­
togram strips.
AS P E R C L N T  OF C O N T R o r » & - , o w T H  AS PERCENT OF CONTROL
GROWTH PERCENT OF CONTROLGROWTH PERCENT OF CONTROL
in  o> 'J  00
Û O O O
O' ^  00 'O O
O  O  O  O O P
CO o
GROWTH AS PERCENT OF CONTROL
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Section V. Discussion of the results.
Prom the chromatograms of the extracts of the tiw stem 
segments below the paste and opposite the buds. It appeared 
that the radioactive substance obtained from the pigmented 
methanol was similar to the substance obtained from the macerated 
stem segment. The activity In these two extracts ran at the 
same Rf as shown In Pig, 28. In sub se client extracts the pig­
mented methanol was pooled with the macerated stem tissues.
In all the extracts the radioactive substance from the stem 
segments could not be extracted with ether at pH3. It always 
remained as a water soluble fraction only. Again no differ­
ence could be detected In the nature of the radioactive 
substance obtained from the two stem segments. Because of 
the small amount present In the stem segment opposite the buds 
the spots did not appear In the prints of Pig. 29. By com­
paring the Rf of the stem extract activity wlth that of the
marker lAA spots. Pig.28, It appears to be significantly
/
different. The radioactive substance was running at a lower 
Rf than the marker. There was no evidence of other sub-
I
stances in the extract holding up the movement of the spots 
as shown in Pig. 20 and 51. Again in Pig.31 the extract 
from the used paste shows a shift in Rf end p long tall 
Indicating either the presence of material from the lanolin 
Interfering with Its running or the presence of metabolic 
products of IA A/
-2 9 0 -
products of lAA . These observations suggest that the 
radioactive substance detected In the stem segment Is not 
lAA.
Because of the low amount present In buds It escaped 
detection by autoradiography of the ciiroüiatograiîis. IJevertheless 
it is believed that the substance present In the stem Is also 
present In buds. Prom the consistent results. It Is clear 
that lAA Is almost entirely metabolised to other sub­
stances In the plant body. On the ground that the presence 
of lAA In the plant body Is not detectable two to four days 
after application, vi thin v/hlch law the bud Inhibition Is 
established, the direct auxin action theory proposed by 
Thimann seems to be less plausible. It is therefore quite 
possible that this lAA product might be the inhibitor of bud 
grov/th either directly when present in buds or indirectly by 
preventing the differentiation of vascular connections to the 
buds. It has been found earlier that stem growth Is promoted 
by lAA application, so it v/as thought importait to test the 
auxin action of the radioactive substance extracted from 
the plant parts. i
The stem extract when subjected to a test of its 
growth activity by bloassay, the results show that 4 days 
after the treatment,/
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after the treatment, the radioactive substance extracted 
in acetonitrile as water soluble fraction hardly had any 
growth promoting property. Prom the histograms of Pig.55 
It shows that the radioactive substance was not growth active. 
It was found true for extract of both the stem segments and 
the lateral buds. But the ether soluble fraction ifihlch 
contained very little amount of radioactive substance caused 
a greater amount of grov/th. This was possibly due to the 
endogenous lAA extracted In ether which gave the growth 
response.
These observations strongly suggest that lAA action In 
promoting stem elongation Is not due to the metabolic products 
present In large quantities but to the amount of free lAA 
present. The role of the metabolised product still remains 
unknown although It would seem on this evidence to be the 
bud Inhibitor.
/
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CHAPTER 10 GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Experiments have shown that the inhibiting action of
apical buds of V i d a  fab a on the growth of laterals can be
substituted by the application of 0.1^ of lAA In lanolin paste
to decapitated plants. The relative growth rate of buds
sho\‘ii'i in table 1 , makes It clear that by application of plain
lanolin the relative growth rate of buds Is five times greater
than what Is observed In lAA treated plants. With different
concentrations of lAA ranging from 0.05^ to 0,5% the Inhibition
of bud growth caused does not vary significantly. At a lower
and higher concentration the Inhibition of bud growth is
comparatively less than what is observed In plants treated
TAl th 0.1^ of lAA or Intact control as shown In graphs of
Pig.i il}, log length of buds In table 1(A) and the dry wel^t
data of Fig. (lii) . Treatment of the plants with 0.1^ of
lAA In lanolin paste caused bud Inhibition comparable with that
of the Intact control plants. Light did not appear to affect
these phenomena. Comparison of relative bud growths In
light and darkness In table 2 show that in intact and lAA
treated plants there Is no significant difference of growi;h.
But In decapitated plants the relative growth rate of buds Is
higher in plants grown In darkness (see curve A of Fig.2 (1)).
This observation suggests that supply of photosynthate has
Very little effect on bud growth. The lateral buds possibly 
depend/
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depend én their early growth primarily on the supply of the 
cotyledonary nutrients. Again it could be that the auxin 
governing the process of bud inhibition remains unaffected by 
light or dark conditions. It i^ suspected by Went and Thimann 
(1957) that auxin production by the apical buds is suppressed 
in darkness which was later contradicted by Van Overbeek (1958) 
who showed that auxin concentration in the apical buds was 
higher In etiolated pea seedlings.
Age of seedlings at times of decapitation and application 
of lAA does not seem to cause significant difference In bud 
growth. The relative growth rate of buds given In table 5 
does not differ between plants of one treatment. This has 
been confirmed by a »t* test. IJhen lAA was applied to 
previously decapitated plants in which the growth of lateral 
buds had already started, there seems to be very little 
effect of lAA In reimposlng the Inhibition. The relative 
growth rate of buds given In table 4 and Pig.4(IV) has steadily 
Increased with the delay In^application of lAA. Sight days 
after decapitation, lAA application has practically no effect 
(Curves A, B and 0 of Fig.4 (1) and dry welghts In Pig. 4 (111)) 
This Is attributed to the loss of sensitivity of buds to 
auxin action, once grov/th gets under way. It could be that 
once the vascular supply has developed to a certain extent as 
a result of decapitation (after the theory of Gregory and
Veale) It then cannot be ^blocked up’ by lAA application.
Again/
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Again when the supply of externally applied lAA is restricted 
by limiting the number of applications of the paste Inhibition 
Is slowly lost. It was found that the effect of first applica­
tion lasts for six days within v/hlch buds remain In a state 
of Inhibition, but thereafter they resume their growth as 
shown In Pig.5 (1). Relative growth rate in table 5 and 
Pig.5 (iv) steadily decreases with Increase In number of 
application of the paste. This suggests that lAA action 
vanishes possibly due to Its breakdown to some other substance 
In the plant tissues and the affected buds recover from the 
lAA action when the source of supply Is exhausted.
lAA application causes greater extension In length 
and thickness of the stem segment below the paste, when 
compared with the similar segment of the control plants as 
gathered from the results in table 6 .
To get a clear picture of the possible action of auxin 
In the stem as proposed by Van Overbeek and Gregory and Veale  ^
anatomical Investigations were carried out to see the chaiges 
brought about In the vascular tissues (phloem tissues) which 
are concerned with the translocation of nutrients and were 
examined for the purpose. An estimation of the sieve-tube 
volume In the strand of the stem at the base of buds was made 
(Pig.7 (1) and (11)) which shows that a greater volume of 
sleve-tube occurs In the region of the strand below the node 
In comparison to the region above It. Decapitation causes
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r&pi,d expansion of volume of si eve-tubes whereas expansion 
Is Inhibited by lAA treatment. In Intact plants In which 
the buds remain In a state of inhibition sleve-tube continues 
to Increase, This puzzling state of affairs might be explained 
by the fact that In Intact plants buds grow to a maximum length 
of 0 .5 to 1 centimetre and this m l ^ t  have reaulred such 
expansion of sieve area. The sieve volume of the Intact 
control plants Is much lower than the decapitated and lAA 
treated plants on the 5 and 6 days of observation. Between 
the 6 and 7 days there was an abrupt Increase. The 
variability of this rise could have been checked and the 
general trend of sleve-tube formation In Intact control plants 
would have been ascertained If observations could have been 
extended for few more days. In any case the expansion of 
sleve-tube volume by decapitation and suppression of such 
growth by lAA application has been established. The 
suppression of development of sieve volume In the strand by 
lAA suggested that this might be the Immediate cause of 
lateral bud Inhibition and Is In agreement with the Idea of
Gregory and Veale.
When the pattern of distribution of the labelled 
nutrients from the cotyledons (applied uracil - In the
shoots of the plants under the three conditions of treatment 
was examined. It was seen (Pig.8 (1 )) that young developing 
parte/
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parts of Intact plants which have high merlstematlc activity 
retain a higher quantity of uracil as compared with more 
mature parts of the plants. Apical buds seem to have the 
greater amount In them. There does not seem to be 
fd. pnillcant difference in the pattern or distribution of 
cotyledonary nutrients In the main shoots of plaits grown 
In light or darkness as shown in Pig.8 (1) A and B. In 
other two treatments (decapitation and application of lAA) 
the pattern of distribution of cotyledonary nutrient In the 
stem does not seem to be different as evident from the 
Pig. 8 (11) and (111). The nutrient supply to buds In 
intact and lAA treated plants Is similar but In decapitated 
plants It Increases considerably (Pig. 8 (1) (11) (111)). 
Prom table 10 it is evident that; the increase in the size
of buds Is related to the Increase In nutrient content In 
them. Decapitation promotes movement of nutrients into 
the lateral buds twice as much as It promotes lateral bud 
growth.
It means that bud growth/
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It means that bud gnov/th release probably follows 
and Is csused by promotion of nutrient flow - possibly via 
an effect on the conducting system.
These results suggested a further enaulry Into the 
nature of the growth of the buds under the three conditions 
of treatment. Studies of cell counts suggested .that 
decapitation causes a rapid Increase In cell division. But 
lAA treatment suppresses this to control level, although 
there Is a tendency for this Inhibition to be released after 
the 8 th day from treatment. To obtain a measurement of the 
lAA effect on cell expansion, estimation of the mean weight 
of cells {z cell volume) were made from total cell numbers 
and bud weights. It Is shown that there Is hardly any 
significant difference In cell extension In buds under the 
three conditions of treatment. Prom these observations 
conclusions are made that bud Inhibition Is probably acting 
on the cell division phase. Cell extension phase Is not 
Important In consideration of bud Inhibition phenomenon.
So from these considerations It Is evident that lAA action 
Is extended to control cell division In buds and Its effect 
Is chiefly on the cell division phase.
In this connection the discoveries of Skoog and Miller 
(1957) need mentioning, that they have found In tobacco 
callus/
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callus and stem tissue culture In vitro In nutrient media 
that cell division leading to spontaneous hud formation Is 
stopped by addition of five microgrammes In one litre 
solution of lAA to the medium. This effect Is contradicted 
by substances like adenine which restores bud formation to 
the same level as In controls. Interaction of adenine with 
lAA can possibly be Involved In bud Inhibition. It has 
been shov/n that a close relation of adenine Is 
6 - furfury1 aminopurlne or klnetln, the substance which Is 
well known for Its capacity to cause cell division.
Experiments id. th klnetln applied to the Inhibited 
buds of Intact plants showed that a concentration of 50 
microgrammes per litre of solution has a significant effect 
In accelerating bud grovfth. Prom Pig. 11 (1) (11) and 
table VI (A )it Is clear that the final bud growth In length 
Is about five times greater than the Inhibited control.
This release of Inhibition Is nothing like that met In the 
decapitated control. Since klnetln treatment failed to 
bring about a hundred per cent release of bud Inhibition when 
applied to the buds, #ilch might have been expected from 
Skoog and Mller*s work. It suggests that lAA action Is not 
In buds but somewhere In stem.
Treatment of buds with glbberelllc acid does not Ëiow 
any promising effect/
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any promising effect on bud growth of the Intact plants 
(Pig.12 (1) and (1 1 )). The Interaction of klnetln and 
glbberelllc acid Is not significant for bud growth (Pig. 15). 
Rather the effect of klnetln alone as shown by the curve B of 
Pig. 13 has a greater effect than a mixture of the two sub­
stances. The uptake of cotyledonary nutrients by the 
lateral buds (table 21 ) does not seem to have been Influenced 
by treatment klnetln or glbberelllc acid on the Inhibited 
buds. These results suggest that restriction In cell 
division In Inhibited buds Is not chiefly due to lack of 
supply of substances like klnetln or glbberelllc acid. This 
further adduces proof In favour of the theory that suppression 
of cell division Is associated with the nutrient supply 
governed by lAA action on the conducting strand.
Another way of attacking the problem Is to test 
auxin action on the Inhibited laterals vhen It Is antagonised 
by substances like malelc hydrazlde. This Is a growth 
Inhibitor and Is regarded as auxin antagonist by Leopold 
and Klein (1951). l%ien applied to plants In solution MH 
breaks apical dominance. In the present Investigation 
application of MH In solution on the apical buds paused' 
maximum growth/
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maximum growth of the laterals at a concentration of 0 .1^,
0.25^ and 0*4^ in solution as i^own in graphs C, D aid S of 
Pig.14. This growth has been thought to be due to destruction 
of lAA caused by MH in apical buds. That MH has a direct 
effect on bud inhibition Is proved by the fact that Its 
application to the laterals released from Inhibition by early 
decapitation caused a reduction In their growth rate 
(Pig.15). This was checked by application of a mixture of 
lAA and MH on the cut stumps of decapitated plants whereby 
the growth of buds was released as shown In Pig.16 (1).
When MH was applied to the buds In a mixture with klnetln 
there was no significant Increase of bud growth MH possibly 
Inhibited the cell division action of klnetln. The action 
of MH on apical dominance seems therefore to be a direct one 
on bud growth. Suppression of apical bud growth probably 
results In reduced auxin production, and hence reduced apical 
dominance.
The problem has been tackled from yet another angle.
The translocation of lAA Is blocked by treating the plants 
with trllodobenzolc acid which Is believed to Inhibit polar 
movement of lAA. This Is found to cause reduction In auxin 
content of plant tissues (Audus and Thresh, 1956). It Is 
al so/
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also found to release bud inhibition (Kuse, 1954) when 
applied in a ring round the petiole ofMponiuea batatas.
In the present Investigations TIBA applied above the 
buds in a ring round the stem of intact plants and lAA 
treated plants caused a release of inhibition of lateral 
buds as shown in Fig, 18. From this experiment it was 
gatnered that TIBA blocks lAA movement althou^ it has 
no effect on bud growth vihen ^  plied alone on the cut 
surface. Uptake of cotyledonary nutrient (applied 
uracil - by the lateral buds was studied in planta,
under the three conditions of treatment with TIBA being 
applied above the lateral buds (Fig. 19 (i) (ii) and (iii)) 
It appears that in intact plants as in Pig. 19 (i) A and B 
there is no difference in the general pattern of distribu­
tion of labelled nutrient.
By application of TIBA to prevent apical bud or 
lAA action, increase of bud size occurred with an even 
greater increase of nutrient content. An analysis of 
variance carried out on the total count rate per unit dry 
weight (csf buds per unit time due to accumulation of 
uracil shows that the movement of labelled nutrient
into buds is much greater than can be accounted for by 
growth itself. This very strongly supported the idea of 
Van Overbeek (1938)
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Van Cverbeek (1938) and Gregory and Veale (1957) that 
apical dominance is exerted via a nutrient transport system.
All these facts so far discussed supported the action 
of lAA mainly on the conducting strands of the stem, but
it did not make clear whether there is any action on bud
itself. TIBA Was therefore applied in two different ways.
One treatment was above the buds in a ring round the stem 
which blocked the lAA transport dovm the stem up to the bud 
level. The second treatment was at the base of buds which 
would not hinder lAA movement up to the bud base in the stem 
but might be expected to block its movement into the bud 
itself. With such TIBA treatment the bud inhibition remained 
still imposed. Prom these observations it could be argued
that if lAA action is directly on the buds they should have 
been released from inhibition #ien TIBA was applied at the 
bud base. Since this was not so, it strongly supported the 
suggestion that lAA action is not buds but in tlie stem 
prôoUüiaoxy av the base of buds.
Even though these results favour lAA action in the
stem presumably at bud base yet it rests on the assumption 
that acropetal movement of auxin involved in the process 
of bud inhibition is blocked by TIBA. Experiments v^ith lAA 
labelled with can be used to check this. Por this
radioactive lAA labelled with in the carboxyl group was
obtai ned/
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obtained from hydrolysis of radioactive IAN. The 
results clearly show that two days after the treatment 
(lAA and TIBA were applied at one time) lAA Cl4 
accumulated in the stem segment above the TIBA ring round 
tne stem, but snail amount still penetrated down to the 
segment opposite the lateral bads. From this it is 
suspected that since TIBA is applied on the epidermis of 
the intact stems, its penetration into the tissues is 
delayed consequently lAA transport is not fully blocked.
In later investigations TIBA was applied 24 hours prior to 
lAA treatment. This confirmed the fact that the bud
growth release by the TIBA ring around the stem was due 
to the restriction of auxin movement down the stem.
Since TIBA applied at the bud base did not prevent 
movement of radioactive auxin (?) into the bud its use to 
check the direct action theory of Thimann has not been
I
successful. But we still did not know that the material 
moving into the bud was lAA. If it were Libbert*s 
"correlation inhibitor" TIBA might not block its movement.
So extraction and chromatography was carried out. Extraction 
and identification of the radioactive substance from the
stem segment belov>r the paste and segments opposite the 
lateral buds suggested that the radioactive substance moving
into the bud '
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into tha bud, was not lAA mainly because of the fact that 
it is not extractable with ether. It remains all the 
time in trie water soluble fraction. The Hf on paper 
chromatograms of the radioactive substance of stem extract 
was estimated and found to be smaller than the marker of 
lAA Cl4 (table 4 5 and Pig.28).
Tha CMusA of slow movement ox the substance is not 
due to the presence of any other cell contents in the extract 
(Pig.51). Furthermore it was found that the extractable 
radioactive substance in water soluble fraction has none or 
very little growth promoting capacity. Ether soluble 
fraction vhich showed very little or no sign of the presence 
of radioactive substance caused much greater amount of grov/th 
promotion. This is possibly due to endogenous lAA extracted 
in ether medium. It is ivorth mentioning in this connection 
that in the extracts of the water soluble fraction, the 
presence of inhibitors was detected. These observations 
strongly suggested that the radioactive substance detected 
in stems and buds is not lAA nor has it growth promoting 
activity comparable with that of lAA.
The results discussed in this thesis give little 
support to the direct auxin action theory of Thimann and 
Skoog (1935 and 1934). Tixe experimental results to a
great/
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great extent support the Idea that the main auxin action 
in bud Inhibition Indirect and in the stem particularly on 
the conducting strand at bud'base. The suppression of develop­
ment of phloem tissues interferes with the nutrient transport 
to thô buds ultiiiiateiy resulting in bud inhibition. These 
two contentions support Van Overboek's findings that primary 
auxin ac'Cion xn bud inhibition is in stem. It also supports 
Gregory and Veale ^ s suggestion that nutrient supply is an all- 
important factor in lateral bud inhibition.
However a possible indirect and additional action of a 
"correlative inhibition" of the type proposed by Libbert as a 
compound of lAA and an unsaturated lactone cannot be completely 
ruled out. The radioactive substance from lAA extracted from 
the buds might be such a compound although it could not be 
demonstrated to have growth inhibiting properties in the Avena 
mesocolyl test. But perhaps this might be expected since the 
apical dominance inhibition seems to be exerted on cell division 
and not cell elongation. Much further work on the nature of 
this compound is needed before further theory is justified.
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APPENDIX
containing
the Tables of the log length 
of buds of the growth experi­
ments. Wiere'ver mention of 
such Tables is made in the 
text the Table Number is 
accompanied by (A).
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